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InterChina 
Leading Strategy and Corporate Finance Firm in China

Our Value
• China specialist. 
• Strategy and Corporate Finance.
• Focused on 5 sectors.
• 25 years of experience.

Our People
• Located in Beijing and Shanghai.
• Multicultural partnership.
• 50 professionals.
• Chinese, senior, industrial background. 
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Our Clients
• Medium-sized to Fortune 500.
• 600+ strategy projects.
• 170+ transactions (USD 8+ bn).
• 2/3 of projects are returning clients.

Our Global Reach
• InterChina’s partner, Clearwater International, 

(CWI) focuses on providing corporate finance 
advice for mid-market transactions.

• 15 offices, 41 partners and 200 staff.
• 1100+ transactions w/ total value of €43 bn. 
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We Stay
Close

Global
Reach

Practical
Solutions

Local 
Capacity

Unique
Service
Offering

Sector
Specialists

• Strategic perspective.
• Sector expertise.
• M&A execution.

Why Clients Choose InterChina
Real understanding, effective execution, practical results

• Easy to work with.
• Transparent communication.
• Keep our promises.

• Closely linked to CWI peers.
• Deal origination pipeline. 
• Best practices and 

standards.

• 50 people on-the-ground.
• Fast and flexible.
• Senior backbone.

• Home-grown methodology.
• We go “deeper”.
• Bottom-up approach.

• In the market since 1994.
• Retained experience.
• Industry networks.
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Leadership
A team of Western and Chinese professionals

Jan Borgonjon
President

Eduardo Morcillo
Managing Partner

James Sinclair
Partner

Simon Zhang
Partner in Charge

(Strategy)

Franc Kaiser
Partner

Bo Luo
Director

Rick Woo
Principal

Huang Qingbo
Partner

Wu Zhifang
Partner

Jason Zhang
Principal

Barry Chen
Partner in Charge
(Corporate Finance)

Tao Lin
Partner
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Our Board of Senior Advisors
Experts in their sectors with years of experience and extensive networks in China

George Zhang

Fmr CEO,
Huaxia Dairy

Christoph Hoene

Fmr APAC Director, 
EMAG

Antonio Farese

Fmr President,
BLM Group

Dadong Zhao

Fmr President, 
Emerson China

Pierre Cohade

Fmr President, 
Goodyear APAC, 

CEO Triangle Tyre

Ling Wu

Fmr Head of 
Outbound M&A, 

KPMG

John Mack

Fmr President, CIE 
Automotive; Fiat 

Thailand

Michael Thurow

Fmr EVP, Sanitec
Fmr CEO, Marsh

Francisco Minoves

Fmr Atlantic Bank, 
International 

Financial Mgmt

Mei Tong

CIO,
Jahwa

Industrial

Chemicals

Automotive Specialist

Healthcare

Consumer

Board Of 
Senior

Advisors

Frank Gibson

Fmr Strategist, 
Fonterra and
Lion Nathan

William Keller

Fmr GM, Roche 
China

Michael Wenderoth

Fmr Managing 
Director, Invisalign

Khai Meng Ang

Fmr VP Asia
Hospira

John Sun

Fmr GM, 
Chemtura; VP, 

Novacap

Lan Ma

Fmr Global 
Marketing Director, 

Dupont

Michel Ybert

Fmr AP President, 
Solvay

Richard Wottrich

CEO and Founder 
DSI
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Global Reach
InterChina is the exclusive partner of Clearwater International in China

Inbound
On-the-ground 
support for HQ

deal teams buying
Chinese companies

Divest
Worldwide search

for buyers of 
China-based
businesses

Global
Global boards and 

executive team 
advising on bringing in 

Chinese investors

InterChina and its UK 
partner supported 
Manchester Airport Group 
by introducing ICBC and 
BCEG, and facilitating 
negotiations between the 
parties.

UK airport operator 
received project financing 
from a leading Chinese 

commercial bank

German auto component 
maker acquired a majority 

stake in a Chinese auto 
component maker

InterChina and its German 
partner supported 
Webasto’s German deal 
team with target 
identification, transaction 
advisory and process 
management.

Spanish food group 
divested its China 

operations to a leading 
Philippines food group

InterChina and its partners 
supported Idilia’s global 
board and country 
management with buyer 
identification, transaction 
advisory and process 
management. 

*Mergermarket (Announced transactions, up to USD 388 m).

How InterChina Teams Up With Its Global Partner

10

Mid-Market 2015 Deal Ranking*
1 PWC
2 Rothschild
3 KPMG
4 Deloitte
5 Lazard
6 EY
7 Clearwater International
8 Goldman Sachs
9 M&A International
10 Morgan Stanley

CWI Offices
Partner Offices 

• Global corporate finance firm.
• Mid-market cross-boarder transactions.
• 15 offices, 40 partners, 200 staff.
• 1100+ transactions, €43 bn in value. 

http://www.magworld.co.uk/magweb.nsf/Content/Home
http://www.magworld.co.uk/magweb.nsf/Content/Home
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Focused on 5 Sectors
Experience, insight and networks in China’s major growth sectors

Strong Sector 
Understanding & 
Knowledge…

 InterChina has 
undertaken 600+ 
strategy projects and 
185+ mandates since 
its founding in 1994 
and >90% of our 
clients are from the 
five sectors we focus 
on.

 Our sector focus 
ensures that our 
knowledge of market 
dynamics and 
transaction interest 
within each area is 
current.

...Lending 
Valuable 
Commercial 
Insights

 2,000+ executive 
meetings have been 
conducted each 
year by InterChina 
with Chinese and 
foreign corporations 
active in China.

 We manage a 
proprietary 
database network 
containing 
thousands of 
contacts established 
over the last twenty 
years.
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Strategy | Corporate Finance
A symbiotic combination of capabilities and services

Investment 
Banking

• China Entry.
• Market Development.
• Market Penetration.
• Growth Strategy.
• Profit Protection.
• Government Affairs.

• Corporate Buy-Outs.
• Divestitures. 
• Strategic Alliances.
• Target/ Partner Search.
• Fairness Opinion &

Valuations.

• Capital Raising.
• Project Finance.
• Debt Advisory.
• Corporate 

Restructuring.Capital Raising /
Debt Advisory

Strategy
Practice

Corporate
Finance

Strategy 
Development

Strategic 
Operations

• Growth Simplification.
• Post-merger 

Integration.
• Operating Model 

Revamp.
• Portfolio Optimization.
• Network Rationalization.
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Strategy Practice
The #1 China-based and focused consultancy, with a practical emphasis

Our practice of 25 
consultants with substantial 
project experience is organized 
around sector specializations.

We help our Clients make complex decisions, by focusing on top-line 
growth opportunities and protecting long-term profits. We provide 
our sector expertise to develop tailor-made solutions that meet our 
Client’s specific needs in a changing and more competitive China. 

• Ex-global consultancies.
• 5~10 years experience.
• 40~80 projects.
• Work stream leader.
• Fieldwork.

• 10~20 years experience. 
• 80~150 projects.
• Project managers.
• Sector specialization.
• Strategy.

• Overseas MBA, master’s
• 1~5 years experience.
• 10~20 projects.
• Team member.
• Analysis.

Seniors

Associates

Consultants
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Corporate Finance Practice
InterChina - Known for getting the deal done

We originate and execute mid-market buy-side, sell-side and capital 
raising transactions for both inbound and outbound clients. We 
complete 8-10 transactions per year. This makes InterChina one of 
the top Chinese investment banks in the cross border arena. 

Our practice of 25 advisors is 
comprised of senior Chinese 
deal makers with strong 
industrial and financial 
backgrounds.

Associates

Associate Directors
Managers

Seniors

• Ex-IB, ex-big 4, CFA, CPA.
• 5~10 years experience.
• 50~100 projects.
• Work stream leader.
• Search, DD, valuation.

• Ex-corporate, PE.
• 10~30 years experience. 
• 100~200 projects.
• Project managers.
• Negotiation.

• Overseas MBA, master’s.
• 1~5 years experience.
• 25~50 projects.
• Team member.
• Analysis.
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Global Reach
InterChina is the exclusive partner of Clearwater International in China

Inbound
On-the-ground 
support for HQ

deal teams buying
Chinese companies

Divest
Worldwide search

for buyers of 
China-based
businesses

Global
Global boards and 

executive team 
advising on bringing in 

Chinese investors

InterChina and its UK 
partner supported 
Manchester Airport Group 
by introducing ICBC and 
BCEG, and facilitating 
negotiations between the 
parties.

UK airport operator 
received project financing 
from a leading Chinese 

commercial bank

German auto component 
maker acquired a majority 

stake in a Chinese auto 
component maker

InterChina and its German 
partner supported 
Webasto’s German deal 
team with target 
identification, transaction 
advisory and process 
management.

Spanish food group 
divested its China 

operations to a leading 
Philippines food group

InterChina and its partners 
supported Idilia’s global 
board and country 
management with buyer 
identification, transaction 
advisory and process 
management. 

How InterChina Teams Up With Its Global Partner
• 15 offices, 42 partners, 200 staff.
• 1,300+ transactions, €50 bn in value. 

CWI Offices
Partner Offices 

Q1 
2018
Rank

Company Name Deal 
Count

1 PwC 54
2 Rothschild 48
3 EY 46
4 Deloitte 46
5 KPMG 41
6 Goldman Sachs & Co 29
7 JPMorgan 27
8 Citi 25
9 Lazard 24
10 Bank of America Merrill Lynch 21
11 Morgan Stanley 19
12 UBS Investment Bank 19
13 ALANTRA 17
14 Barclays 16
15 Clearwater International 16
16 Oaklins 16
17 Lincoln International 16
18 Rabobank 15
19 GCA Corporation 14
20 Macquarie Group 13

http://www.magworld.co.uk/magweb.nsf/Content/Home
http://www.magworld.co.uk/magweb.nsf/Content/Home
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Why are we in this market: There is no way around China…

14

“Unlike Germany and Japan, the 
emergence of China is profound 
beyond a simple cycle. China has 
the will and human capital to 
emerge as a leader.”

Jeff Immelt
former GE Chairman,
speaking at the
ACG Event, 
May 2018
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Why we are in the market: Many industrial equipment categories are 
facing a strong rebound after a period of slow-growth years…

15

4.1%

Agricultural 
machinery

28.2%

Semiconductor 
equipment

Cold chain 
refrigeration 
equipment

25.0%

10.0%

48.0%

Electronics, 
electronic assembly

Construction 
machinery

Industrial robots

38.4%

Production growth in 2017 over 2016, selected industrial equipment categories

Sources: IHS, InterChina interviews. 
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2018 perspectives for machinery & industry. equ.: Stay on top of the 
demand for premium solutions, digitize, and increase productivity 

WTM

Growth

Using
services
to make a 
difference

Ride the 
premium 
demand 
wave

Work
the 
channels

The quest
for local 
productivity

• Strong order books for 2018, but 2019 could be an ugly awakening. 
• 5 – 10% sales growth, in some cases and categories even 10 – 20%. 
• Customers are investing (pent-up demand, upgrades, new accounts) 

across almost all sectors, light and heavy industries. Automotive 
remains important, but shows sign of saturation. Customers look to 
optimize processes, and demand quality, technology, automation, 
smart manufacturing, IIoT, follow green policies, and save energy.

• Longer payment cycles expected, yet less concerns re. defaults. 

• Chinese competitors normally not on par with MNCs in 
local market, but become active in exports / int’l markets

• Value-added pre-sales services as an important 
differentiator against local competitors

• Automation integration, peripheral solutions an important 
addition to offer complete solution to a local customer

• Digitization / IIOT / Remote diagnostics / Smart services –
to enable higher efficiencies for customers

• More complete market coverage (geographic penetration, 
experts for sectors, applications).

• Addition of competent sales people to own teams to 
enable value-added techn. sales calls

• Dealers & distributors remain important, but are digitally 
streamlined (digital platforms / portals)

• KPIs geared towards sell-out rather than dealer rebates.

• A challenged cost base: Market prices are falling by 1 – 3%., 
but materials / components costs go up, eroding margins.

• Most int’l players do not achieve economies of scale of 
Chinese competitors, despite good-enough propositions. 

• Component supply bottlenecks and delivery delays. 
• Investment into training to build sustainable talent base.
• Sales staff incentivized with higher variables, profitability KPI.
• Office/production space consolidation, streamlined processes.

Your customers are 
looking to buy quality, 
energy-efficient 
solutions… and they 
pay the price for it

Use services to 
differentiate and 
protect brand 
reputation against 
local competitors

16

Use all available sales 
avenues to exploit 
opportunities,
but manage them in a 
lean way

Improving productivity 
in 2018 is a must – in 
some cases requiring a 
complete new cost and 
activity model

Services

Ops
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Why are we in this market:
China requires higher manufacturing productivity to remain competitive

Unprecedented scale of local production output Robot payback inflection point passed in 2013
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2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015

Cash payback period, in years

In RMB ,000

X.X

Net staff replaced by 1 robot: 3. 
Depreciation: 10 year replacement cycle assumed.
Maintenance cost: 10% of purchase price p.a. assumed. 

Source: Goldman Sachs Global Investment Research, Gao Hua Securities, InterChina analysis

In 2013, falling investment costs (purchasing prices) for robots and rising
wages approached an inflection point for a payback period of 2 years,
making robots attractive for Chinese SMEs.23.5
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Car Sales in China, the US and Japan (million units)

Source: Compiled by Mizubo Bank Industry Research Division from various materials

USChina Japan

Production of Major Electronic Products by Country, 2013

Source: Compiled by Mizubo Bank Industry Research Division from World Electronics Market 2014 –
Comprehensive Study Fuji Chimera Research Institute
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China’s share of global production
>70%: Smart phones, tablet computers, laptops, room air-
conditioners, page printers, photocopiers/complex machines
>60%: Feature phones, compact digital cameras
>50%: Liquid-crystal display televisions, refrigerators
>30%: Washing machines, inkjet printers, vacuum cleaners

China’s share of global 
production
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HMIMV Converters

Machine
Vision

Instrumentation

CNC

Quantitative category analysis (bubble size represents market size in accumulated sales revenues in RMB, 2014)

Why we are in this market: Advent of an (industrial) robot superpower

Source: Based on GongKong Research data, further developed by InterChina through additional secondary and primary research 18

Categories we neglected 
(exception: DCS, as decent 
local non-listed players)

Categories we took a deep 
dive in (exception: CNC, 
which is largely driven by 
machine tools, not robotics)

All categories driven by 
discrete automation, and 
especially by the demand 
for industrial robots. 

As such, we look at a set of 
categories that build an 
integrative value chain for 
the industrial robot market. 

*size excludes switches, accessories, accentuators. 

Categories we took a deep 
dive in (exception: CNC, 
which is largely driven by 
machine tools, not robotics)

24 bn

12 bn

8 bn

6 bn

2 bn

2 bn

1 bn

8 bn

8 bn

19 bn
7 bn

19 bn

2 bn2 bn

4 bn
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Schneider 3%

Rockwell 3%

Siemens
11%

Others
21%

Sanyo 3%
B&R 3%

Servo

6,250

Yaskawa
18%

Control valve

Delta
11%

Mitsubishi
11%

7,350

Others
25%

Keb 5%

Panasonic
18%

Hiconics
13%

Chuanyi 3%

Wuzhong 7%

GE 2%

8,200

Huazhong 2%

Siemens
40%

Panasonic 2%

FANUC
35%

Samson 6%

Xinjie 2%

Schneider
7%

KOSO 10%

Mitsubishi
10%

Tyco 6%

Dresser 6%

PLC

CCI 5%

Fisher
20%

LS 1%

Flowserve 7%

7,620

CNC

Rockwell
9%

Others
14%

Delta 4%

Omron
10%

Others
9%

KND
6%

GSK
10%

Siemens
18%

DCS

Mitsubishi
21%

8,260

ABB
11%

Others
12%

CHINT 4%

Invensys
5%

Yokogawa
7%

Honeywell
12%

Instrumentation

Rockwell 4%

Inovance
6%

Hollysys
12%

Others
35%

Emerson
14%

ABB
18%

Supcon
14%

LV converters

INVT 4%

Emerson 3%

Schneider 5%

Mitsubishi 4%

Yaskawa
5%

E+H
10%

Hyundai 4%

18,507

Siemens
14%

19,245

Sichuan Instr. 3%

Delta 6%

Others
29%

45,000

ABB 4%

Krohne 3%

Yokogawa
7%

Siemens 6% Siemens
6%

Others
43%

Honeywell 2%

Emerson
16%

Hach 3%

FPI 3%

Robot

Nachi 2%
OTC 3%

Kawasaki 4%

Epson Robot 4%

KUKA
10%

FANUC
14%

Yaskawa
12%

ABB
14%

Panasonic 5%

ID Harvest
(Schneider)

14%

Metso 5%

SCADA
MES

ABB
6%

2,330

1,500
1,450

Zhiguang
7%

HMI
Machine Visio

610

Others
26%

Sensor (common position sensor)

4,050
2,461

MV Converters

Siemens
5%

Plenty of opportunity to grow in China’s USD 20 bn automation market
Foreign players occupy around 65% of the market

China’s industrial automation market, 2014, in RMB sales m   Total Σ: RMB 132.8b bn (~ USD 19.2 bn)

Source: Gongkong. 

Int’l Chinese
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Traditionally, our automotive and industrial equ. clients were looking 
for our support to find market and partner opportunities …

20

Client’s strategic rationale
over the last 10 years

Typical themes for automotive
component making clients

Typical themes for
machinery making clients

New customer / product 
segments: Opportunity 
assessments, customers’ 
willingness to buy; to create 
new revenue streams

• Chinese OEM accounts 
• NEVs
• Autonomous driving vehicles
• Smaller engines / env’t regulations
• After-market products / parts

• High-quality, high-performance machining
• Customer’s automation (upgrade) needs
• Growth sectors (e.g. med device, battery)
• Additive manufacturing
• Services beyond after-sales, IIOT solutions

Manufacturing localization: 
Market feasibility assessment 
to justify build up of own plant

• Global footprint to serve MNC OEMs
• Lack of OEM commitment
• Cost reduction

• Assembly operations
• Launch of China-focused machine model
• Access to mechanical engineering talent

M&A/ JVs: Buying 
manufacturing capacities and 
customer access (and, 
increasingly, buying home-
grown technologies)

• Manufacturing, design capabilities
• Customer access
• Complete regional coverage
• Outbound investments

• B-Brand strategy
• Sales & distribution partnerships
• Completing offering (i.e. integration)

…. leading InterChina to engage with clients with a set of tailored services

Looking ahead: Forecast of 
commercial and techn. needs of 
customers, new standards and 
policies

Designing the strategy or 
proposition to win: Product 
recommendations, pricing, way-
to-market, differentiation. 

Facilitating the deal: M&A 
and JV negotiations, term 
sheets, CDDs, deal structuring 
and closing

Identifying partners: 
Screening of possible partners, 
qualification, strategic fit 
evaluation
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2005 - 2012:
Production
Equipment

2012 – 2016:
Automation

Since 2016:
New, disruptive tech.

Lower-end market access Strategy and acquisition for a leading int’l machine tool maker

Localization strategy Business plan and strategy for new China plant for an int’l machine tool maker

New machine design Market research and specification for a leading int’l machine tool maker

Total laboratory automation Growth strategy for a novel test method for an IVD player

Industrial robotics Sector assessment and target search for a leading private equity house

Assembly automation  Strategy for an autom. player related to electric devices, white goods

Peripheral automation Strategy and alliance creation for a leading industrial presses maker

Plant modularization  Module market opportunity assessment for a leading int’l DCS maker

Cell phone dispensing  Acquisition of a local automation equ. maker for consumer electronics

Industrial IoT China digitization strategy for an int’l elevator and escalator maker

3D Print / additive mfct Acquisition of a Chinese metal 3D print machinery maker

Wearable devices  Partnership strategy for a wearable medical diagnostics maker

Brain surgery  Localization strategy for an neurovascular device maker

Assisted reproduction  Strategy for a novel IVF biotech product

Digital health  Innovation strategy for an int’l medical player

EV batteries / electric drives  Strategy for an int’l automotive component maker

Train communication networks CDD for an int’l maker of computing & communication tech.

(plus, several dozens of 
industrial equipment-
related market research 
and strategy projects)

… and we’re increasingly entering unchartered waters along China’s 
thirst for innovative technologies and solutions

Project examples
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Building
automation

infrastructure
railway

Packaging, print, paper, converting equ.

Automation component;  
sub-system makers

Design, Engineering, 
Logistics, Services

OEMsMachinery / production equipment makers

Covering nearly the entire industrial value chain: Close to 200 clients 
have trusted InterChina to help them with their China growth issues…

22

http://www.pmmi.org/index.cfm
http://www.pmmi.org/index.cfm
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0Je5x5dhnZF8BQA.g.jzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTA4NDgyNWN0BHNlYwNwcm9m/SIG=143846f3a/EXP=1165481949/**http:/www.gildemeister.com/internet/v3/cosupply.nsf/images/E264989272A97EAFC1256F4000310CA9/$file/logo_dmg.gif
http://rds.yahoo.com/_ylt=A0Je5x5dhnZF8BQA.g.jzbkF;_ylu=X3oDMTA4NDgyNWN0BHNlYwNwcm9m/SIG=143846f3a/EXP=1165481949/**http:/www.gildemeister.com/internet/v3/cosupply.nsf/images/E264989272A97EAFC1256F4000310CA9/$file/logo_dmg.gif
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Mr. Antonio Farese. Sr. Advisor
• Forming machine tool expert with long career in China

and APAC, expertise in business and marketing strategy
as well as in post-merger integration.

• Fmr President and Exe. Director, BLM Group, Shanghai,
looking back on a career of 33 years with BLM Group.

• Degree in Int’l Law and Legal Studies, Università degli
Studi di Milano.

Mr. Kim Woodward
• 30 y of consulting and executive experience in China,

including senior positions w. John Deere, and AMP Inc
• Founded A.T. Kearney in China.
• Experience and expertise in industrial equipment sector,

ranging from energy over construction to production
machinery.

23

Mr. Christoph Hoene, Sr. Advisor
• 25 y. of Asia ops experience in sales/ leadership positions.
• Build-up and leadership of China ops of a leading German

machine tool maker.
• Turnaround of a electrical component producer in Malaysia.
• Director APAC, EMAG Holding
• Managing Director, Elotherm
• GM Sales, MAN Wolffkran

Mr. Barry Chen, Partner, Shanghai
• Over 15 years of corporate development, consulting,

corporate finance, and strategic planning experience.
• Has significant M&A assignments in the Asia Pacific

region, formerly with the M&A Group of UPS.
• Industry experience in various sectors, such as logistics,

consumer products, manufacturing and machinery.
• Recent transactions inc. RockTenn, Haier / Fagor, Bobst

acquisition of Shanghai Eterna, etc.

Mr. Zhao Dadong, Sr. Advisor
• President, Emerson China
• BoD, Joyson Electronics
• BoD, PMM (Shenzhen precision components)

Jan Borgonjon, President, Shanghai
• China resident for 30 years, co-founder of CEIBS

(China’s leading MBA school), and InterChina.
• Managed >100 projects, especially in machinery and

components.
• Top level negotiation and lobbying, incl. establishment

of the Sino-Spanish Machine Tool Training Center in
Tianjin.

Mr. Chen Zhaolin, Principal, Beijing
• Frmr. Deputy Director w. the Dep’t of Science and

Technology of the Chinese Machinery Building Ministry.
• Director of Exe. Management and Gov’t Liaison with

Bosch (China).
• Advisor on outbound investment projects (Chinese

machinery players acquiring overseas companies).

Ms. Dow Zhou, Associate, Shanghai
• Advises Fortune 1000 companies expanding into China,

and Chinese companies going overseas
• Fortune Links and Fosun Group, specializing in equity

investment, strategic planning, and M&A practice
• While with Fosun, Dow led successful completion of 2

M&A, and was involved in PE investments, in intelligent
manufacturing, consumer goods and TMT sectors.

Mr. Michael Thurow, Sr. Advisor
• Sanitec OY, Executive Vice President and Board of

Director assignments (Finland, Ukraine, Russia, China),
owned by EQT, Private Equity company

• Marsh AB, CEO (Sweden)
• Skandinaviska Enskilda Banken; Sweden, Bahrain, USA,

Australia and Singapore

Our team of consultants and advisors are dedicated and focused on
industrial equipment projects re. strategy issues and M&A projects…

Mr. Luo Bo, Director, Beijing
• >10 years work experience in finance field
• Senior Business Development Manager, Maersk
• Associate Director, Somerley Investment Consulting
• Senior M&A Manager, Hertz China
• CFO, Xingwang Coal Mining Company
• Founder of a truck components trading company;

military experience in Chinese navy

Mr. Tao Lin, Partner, Shanghai
• 20 years in strategy & management consulting.
• Specialist strategy consultant.
• Expert in modern manufacturing and digitalization.
• Manager and Supervisor of ~120 projects. Recent clients

have included John Deere, Cummins, Caterpillar,
Swarovski, Schunk, BMW, Schaeffler, Triton, Riverland
Capital, Yunnan Provincial Government, Taian
(Shangdong) Government, Shaanxi Mining Corporation,
MingR Jewelries, etc.

Ms. Cong Lin, Consultant, Shanghai
• Specializes in market intelligence and growth strategy

of machinery and industrial equipment.
• Since 2018, member of InterChina’s industrial sector.
• Clients include GE, Merck, EOS, etc.

Mrs. Angie Gao, Manager, Shanghai
• Mercer Consulting (China), Business associate –

covering project management, data analysis
• Bright Group, Channel Manager, covering post

acquisition integration etc. mainly sales
• Morningwhistle Group (China), overseas M&A

consultant, covering deal sourcing, fund raising ,
financial analysis, business DD etc

InterChina’s standing team of project managers and team members InterChina’s senior advisors

Mr. Franc Kaiser, Partner, Shanghai
• 15 years China consulting experience.
• Frmr Fiducia Management Consultants 2002 – 2006
• Manager of various industrial equ. projects.
• Advised int’l machinery companies on China entry and

expansion strategies, incl. DMG, EMAG, Danobat,
Koerber-Schleifring, Haas, Emerson, GE, Bobst, etc.

• BSc Int’l Mgmt, UAS Business Manager Switzerland.

Mrs. Jane Zhu, Infocenter, Beijing
• Specialist in industrial data and info research and

analysis.
• >10 year experience in supporting InterChina

projects in automotive, industrial equipment sector,
incl. machine tools, construction machinery,
packaging machinery, elevator and escalators,
home appliances, agriculture equipment, etc.
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Index

• Introduction to InterChina
• Why are we in this market
• Key client issues … and how we help

2
1

3
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Basically, foreign companies are facing 6 key challenges in China

25

Effective sales 
& distribution

Selling the 
better product

Localization of 
products & ops

Value segment
B-brand

Charging for 
services

Partnerships 
(for China, for 

global)

• Lack of market coverage
• Customer segmentation: Many still don’t get it right
• Balance of own sales force versus deploying distributors

• Introducing superior solutions to the local market
• Convincing price-sensitive customers
• Enforcing a change of mindset with key decision makers

• Designing a product / machine that fits local customer requirements whilst
retaining a technological advantage

• Starting local assembly operation: Can costs really be reduced?

• Accessing the vast mid-market: The right product, yet sufficiently differentiated
• Hedging the premium market against lower-price offerings with a B-brand
• How to address lower EBIT margins with a “volume business”.

• Services strategy: How to build-up a stand-alone revenue stream to mitigate
new equipment sales curve slumps?

• IIoT: How much are customers willing to pay for it?

• Local partnerships for customer access and financing local capacity build-up
• Partnering with Chinese investors for global operations and strategy
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Deep-dive: Effective sales & distribution

26

• Is (geogr.) market coverage a big issue for the in-house sales team?

• Are cost of sales in China at the higher-end on the global spectrum?

• Is customer segmentation and prioritization an unsolved issue?
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Most companies find it very to effectively segment the Chinese market 
and prioritize the key target segments

27

Va
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The cube that keeps puzzling foreign companies in their sales & distribution approach in China

x China’s sheer size (vast geography)

x High cost of sales (agent commissions, etc.)

x Low productivity of own sales team

Low-hanging fruits?
Missing out on major 

opportunities?

^ E.g. EU/ US, Japanese MNCs, local state-owned enterprises, large local private, small local private, local job shops, etc. 
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Point in case: China’s job shop universe is the unknown frontier and by 
and large not covered by the sales tactics of most int’l players

Job Shops:

• Sweet spot customer 
segment for standard 
machine tools

• However,  in China largely 
untapped

• Thousands or even hundred 
thousands of small accounts

Xuzhou
Lianyungang

Suzhou

Wuxi
Changzhou

Nanjing

2,000 job shops (mechanical 
production companies with 
annual revenues < RMB 10 m)  in 
one city (i.e. Changzhou) alone!
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Customer analysis is a crucial path to a deeper understanding of
customers’ motivations and account segmentation

Machine types InterChina 
has been advising on:

Machine tools Production Machinery Others

Milling Machining 
Center

Turning / 
Lathes

Grinding EDM Presses, 
Forming, 
Bending

Constr. 
machines, 
equipment

Mining 
machinery

Textile 
machinery

Mass-
production 
machines

Paper, 
packaging, 
print eq.

Testing / 
measuring 
machinery

Components 
and services

Customer industries / 
applications we have 
been analyzing:

Aeronautics √ √ √ √ √ √

Railway √ √ √ √

Automotive √ √ √ √

Mold & Die √ √ √ √ √ √

Energy (incl. 
wind mill) √ √ √ √ √ √

Construction
& Mining √ √ √ √ √

Machine tool, 
machine OEM √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Shipping √ √

Agriculture √ √ √

F&B, FMCG √ √ √

Home 
appliances, 
electronics

√ √ √ √

• Listen to customer needs: We
understand the machines’ applications and
customer industries in China. Our work
often focuses on customer dynamics,
purchasing decision making, and
opportunities arising for our Clients.

• Practical and reliable: We conduct over
thousand personal interviews p.a. with
market players, resulting in reliable market
information for clients who face a difficult
opaque market environment.

• Industry portfolio approach: As many
machines are sold to various different
industries, each segment offers different
characteristics, which need to integrated
into the machine makers’ decision making.

• Learning cross-link: We can draw from
our experience and contacts with
customers from previous engagements
with clients in customer industries.

29
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Commercial growth strategy: With our advise, our clients boosted their 
China sales manifold and outperform their direct competitors

40

China

300

Global

8

Global China

120

10

Global China

90

40

2010

100

2008

+150%

35

8

20102008

+338%

28

10
+180%

20102008

Client’s sales before 
engaging InterChina3 example Clients The Client’s problem

China sales after
engaging InterChina

InterChina’s
solutions and recommendations

• Machine tool maker
• EU company
• Milling, grinding, 

turning machines
• Assembly in China
• Imports from EU
• Diversified markets

• In need of strategic
growth opportunities
along various sectors,
including existing and
‘new’ sectors.

• Unclear prioritization
of machine portfolio.

• Machine tool maker
• EU company
• Forming, presses
• Newly built factory 

in China
• Mainly selling to 

automotive market

• Sales way below
factory capacity.

• Most production for
exports, but failed to
break-through in the
Chinese market.

• Machine tool maker
• EU company
• Milling machines
• Production JV in 

China
• Diversified markets

• High costs of sales
(agent commission).

• Differences with local
JV partner.

• Sales of local
production JV remain
below expectations.

• Identification of markets and
applications currently neglected by
Client (growth opportunities).

• SWOT of Client against Chinese
market and direct competitors,
finding levers for growth.

• Prioritization of markets and
machine types.

• Identification of quick-wins via
customer prioritization and
focus of sales efforts.

• Key account management
system, stronger sales team.

• Improved service offer.
• Marketing actions.

• Introd. of a “China Man”.
• Strengthen sales team.
• Better after-sales services.
• Changes on locally assembled

machine technology.
• Constructive settling of

differences with local partner.

(EUR m, 2008) (EUR m,
China)

(EUR m, 2008) (EUR m,
China)

(EUR m, 2008) (EUR m,
China)

30
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InterChina case study: Multi-sector analysis for a machine tool 
builder to identify new applications and opportunities

Which customer sector prioritize (and how to access) to drive sales forward?

The overall process: 
Narrowing down 10 drugs to a 
portfolio of max. 5 drugs.

CONFIDENTIAL © InterChina Consulting 24

The Client’s mainstay 
sectors, aeronautics, and 
railway (rolling stock).

New potential 
sectors previously 
neglected by the 
Client

CONFIDENTIAL © InterChina Consulting 24

We focused our research on potential customers, rounded up 
with interviews with existing customers, and other parties

Existing 
Customer 
or Not

Total
customers
interviewed

65

45 
Non
-
Cust.

20 
Existing 
Cust.

No. of interviews conducted by InterChina

Source: InterChina Interview

6
3

7

4

9

5

5

14

12

Wind Power Machine 
Tools

Construction 
Machinery

Mining 
Machinery

Automotive Energy Aeronautic Railway 
Maint.

Railway 
Manu.

Plus another 10 
interviews with 

competitors, agents etc.

We conducted primary 
research (over 60 
interviews) to understand 
customers’ future plans 
along 9 different sectors

CONFIDENTIAL © InterChina Consulting 26

“The hard nuts”

• Local partner
• Direct investment
• Local sourcing
• Pricing adjustment
• Fast delivery

“Quick wins”

• Raise awareness
• Pro-active sales
• Focus in approach, 

prioritizing target 
list

• Find better agents

There are 6 industry opportunity fields for doubling sales, but 
have different requirements on efforts and actions

Efforts (and risks)Low High

Low

High

Sales potential

Railway Maint.
(26 m)

Constr. Machinery
(15 m)

Wind Power
(9.6 m)

Machine Tool
(12 m)

Automotive
(9 – 10 m)

Energy
(5 m)

Sector
sales nxt 3 y

Based on future machine 
unit purchase potential 
(bottom-up calculation and 
extrapolation)  and 
qualitative drivers (growth, 
supplier preferences, etc.)  
fast “quick wins” and 
longer-term initiatives were 
identified and prioritized

CONFIDENTIAL © InterChina Consulting 27

There are 3 overall themes the Client will need to follow so it 
can secure the projected sales growth in those new industries

3 overall themes

XX

XX

XX

Xx

XX

XX
 

 
  

  

 

 

     y

1. Local partnerships
to enter the railway maintenance sector,

to be more competitive in the wind 
power sector, and to source frames 

for exports

2. Find ways to reduce prices
i.e. through intensified local sourcing,

or via strategic sales to win first 
references.

3. Pro-active market development
via pro-active customer visits in rather 

neglected sectors, intensified 
customer education, and better 

sales market coverage. 

Specific actions were 
defined around 3 basic 
need themes to realize a 
penetration of new 
customer sectors and 
applications in the short-
and mid-terms. 

Client:
• European machine tool firm 

(grinders, millers, and lathes).

Objective:
• The Client’s China sales were 

growing fast, but were driven by a 
few customer sectors (aeronautics, 
and railway) only.

• The Client felt opportunities in 
other sectors were missed, and 
also the need to prepare for a 
negative purchasing cycle in his 
mainstay customer sectors. 

Method:
• Multi-sector customer analysis to 

find new growth opportunities, via 
qualitative customer interviews  
and competitor benchmarking.  

Solution by InterChina:
• We identified 3 “quick win” 

customer sectors where our Client 
could realize significant sales with 
relative small efforts.

• Furthermore, we identified 3 “hard 
nuts”, which were customer 
sectors that required significant 
investment. In one of those 
sectors, our Client finally closed a 
JV with a local customer.
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We focused our research on potential customers, rounded up with interviews with existing customers, and other parties











Existing Customer or Not

Total

customers

interviewed

65

45 Non- Cust.

20 Existing Cust.

No. of interviews conducted by InterChina

Source: InterChina Interview



6



3



7



4



9



5



5



14



12

Wind Power

Machine Tools

Construction Machinery

Mining Machinery

Automotive

Energy

Aeronautic

Railway Maint.

Railway Manu.



















Plus another 10 interviews with competitors, agents etc.
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“The hard nuts”



Local partner

Direct investment

Local sourcing

Pricing adjustment

Fast delivery





“Quick wins”



Raise awareness

Pro-active sales

Focus in approach, prioritizing target list

Find better agents



There are 6 industry opportunity fields for doubling sales, but have different requirements on efforts and actions





Efforts (and risks)

Low

High

Low

High

Sales potential









Railway Maint.

(26 m)

Constr. Machinery

(15 m)

Wind Power

(9.6 m)

Machine Tool

(12 m)

Automotive

(9 – 10 m)

Energy

(5 m)

Sector

sales nxt 3 y
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There are 3 overall themes the Client will need to follow so it can secure the projected sales growth in those new industries

3 overall themes









XX

XX

XX

Xx

XX

XX













		Railway maintenance

		Automotive drive shafts, transmissions

		Wind mill production

		Machine tools

		Energy

		Construction machinery





Estimated Client sales over 3 years

1. Local partnerships

to enter the railway maintenance sector,

to be more competitive in the wind power sector, and to source frames for exports

2. Find ways to reduce prices

i.e. through intensified local sourcing,

or via strategic sales to win first references.

3. Pro-active market development

via pro-active customer visits in rather neglected sectors, intensified customer education, and better sales market coverage. 
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Feedback of customers (plastic mold makers) on Client
Overview

Important for customer

Less important for customer

Negative Positive

Feedback of current Client customers in China on Client’s machines

Unstable finishing quality 
when processing large 

surfaces (using graphite)

Ball screw not 
lasting 

Spare 
parts 

& 
SAT.

Too high oil 
level in the tank, 
only 2 shifts oil 

level 

Drop door 

Restrict working condition 

Burning expert system 

Difficult to 
replace 

lubrication oil Control penal is 
fixed on the 

machine 

Good filter 

High precision 
(processing 

sharp corners)

Machine 
Interface 

Rigidity of 
machine 

Modular design 
(aero. 

customers)

Less costly use of 
copper electrodes

Good

Fair

Alert/ bad

Killer criteria / bad

Legend

“What do 
customers like 
about Client?

“What do customers 
not like about 

Client?”

www.InterChinaConsulting.com Public © InterChina 66

We believe that China will be a major market for Client in the 
coming 10 years, and that China should be a strategic priority.

• This scenario we are
comfortable to predict with
relative high certainty, as
we do not expect major
downturns in demand for
large EDMs for 2013 – 2020.

• This scenario can be
understood as a base
scenario for Client.

• Forecasts beyond 3 – 5
years have low certainty in a
dynamic market like China.

• We believe that this scenario
is possible, considering the
future output of automotive
and home appliances
industry, calling for more
(and higher quality) mold
making capacity.

Predicted sales of Client in China 2010 - 2020

2010 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 20202011

10

20

La
rg

e 
Cl

ie
nt

 E
D

M
 u

ni
ts

 s
ol

d 
in

 C
hi

na
 p

.a
.

Year

10 units 
in 2013

2013 – 2020: 70 units total.

2013 – 2020: 
Potential of additional 
30 – 40 units total.

25

Probability
of scenario

Total Client sales
2010 - 2020

50%

85%

80 units

EUR 20 m

Scenarios
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Commercial structure in China
A mix of direct sales and agent network will be necessary 

Rep-office

ChinaEurope

Client build up a mix of
direct sales force and
agent network

3

Client applies direct
sales by its own sales
force

1

Client builds up agent
network, sales are solely
relying on agents

2

Recommended by InterChina

X

X

X

X
b

Agent only

a

Trading 
company

c

Option a: Too weak 
technical capability; Reactive 
sales approach.
Option b: The recommended 
option for Client
Option c: too costly 

Pro Con
• Good control
• High effective 

proactive sales 
approach

• Good price 
competitive

• Difficult to cover 
all customers

• Relatively high 
cost sales team 
at the beginning

• Lower fixed cost 
on sales team.

• Reactive sales 
approach

• Less price 
competitive due 
to commission 
fee to agents

• Balance on low 
fixed cost and 
good market 
coverage

• Proactive sales 
approach

• Relatively good 
price competitive

• Conflict interest 
of direct sales 
and agent, 
difficult to 
manage agent 

Client Client

Client
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Cost estimation for operating Client China - overview

TotalOffice 
Mainte
nance

Initial Investment

44

84

250

Transport
ation Fees

26

Others

35

Unit: ‘000 Euro

Assumptions:
• 120 construction sqm in Top Grade B building in Guangdong and 1 Liaison office in Zhejiang.
• 4 headcounts in Guangdong, 1 headcount in Zhejiang.
• 1 China Representative for set up of Rep. Office, Chinese, excellent technical know-how, 

good / existing contacts to mold makers in Guangdong, 8+ years experience in the EDM 
industry (with competition or distributor or graphite makers).

• The first year’s
investment may be
around EUR 250,000

• 4 types of major
operation costs:

• Salary
expenditure

• Marketing
• Renting fees
• Transportation

• There is no major cost
difference between an
operation of a rep.
office in in Shenzhen or
Guangzhou.

Operational Cost

Communi
cations

16

32

Human 
Resource

Marketing

12

InterChina case study: China commercial repositioning strategy 
for a niche application machinery maker

Client:
• European machine tool maker, 

selling to mold & die customers

Problem:
• Despite an on-site sales team 

and agents in China, very 
limited sales. 

• Key competitors increased sales 
manifold over the last 7 years, 
whereas the Client’s sales 
remained flat in China. 

• The Client wanted to 
understand whether he should 
continue to invest into China, 
and what the right strategy 
forward should be. 

Method & Solution
• InterChina conducted a focused 

series of interviews with 
customers, agents, dealers, and 
competitors and mapped 
customer needs / demands in a 
qualitative, quantitative, as well 
as geographical way to 
understand future opportunities 
the possible attack points.

• Together with the Client’s top 
management, we signed off on 
the action plan that help to 
secure a stable and growing 
revenue stream. 

What went wrong in the last 7 years, and how to establish a base for growth?

Based on primary research, we
found that the specific machinery
type market was still subject to
growth, and that the overall need
for the Client’s technology was
existent, providing a bigger market
opportunity than initially thought.

We mapped the
customers requirements
vs the Client’s capability
to deliver, and identified
important weaknesses
that led potential
customers to chose
other suppliers instead.

We found that the Client’s
commercial activities were set up
in the wrong region (in Shanghai),
and recommended to set up its
sales base in South China to be
closer to key customers.

We created a detailed
business plan for the
Client’s new commercial
set up, in line with the
expected possible sales on
a 3 – 5 years forecast.

32
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Feedback of customers (plastic mold makers) on Client
Overview

Important for customer

Less important for customer

Negative

Positive



Feedback of current Client customers in China on Client’s machines

Unstable finishing quality when processing large surfaces (using graphite)

Ball screw not lasting 

Spare parts & SAT.

Too high oil level in the tank, only 2 shifts oil level 

Drop door 

Restrict working condition 

Burning expert system 

Difficult to replace lubrication oil

Control penal is fixed on the machine 

Good filter 

High precision (processing sharp corners)

Machine Interface 

Rigidity of machine 

Modular design (aero. customers)

Less costly use of copper electrodes









Good

Fair

Alert/ bad

Killer criteria / bad

Legend

“What do customers like about Client?

“What do customers not like about Client?”
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We believe that China will be a major market for Client in the coming 10 years, and that China should be a strategic priority.

This scenario we are comfortable to predict with relative high certainty, as we do not expect major downturns in demand for large EDMs for 2013 – 2020. 



This scenario can be understood as a base scenario for Client.

Forecasts beyond 3 – 5 years have low certainty in a dynamic market like China.



We believe that this scenario is possible, considering the future output of automotive and home appliances industry, calling for more (and higher quality) mold making capacity. 

Predicted sales of Client in China 2010 - 2020

























2010

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2011





10

20













Large Client EDM units sold in China p.a.

Year

10 units in 2013



2013 – 2020: 70 units total.

2013 – 2020: Potential of additional 30 – 40 units total.
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Probability of scenario

Total Client sales

2010 - 2020

50%

85%

80 units



EUR 20 m



Scenarios
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Commercial structure in China
A mix of direct sales and agent network will be necessary 







































































Rep-office

China

Europe



Client build up a mix of direct sales force and agent network

3



Client applies direct sales by its own sales force 

1



Client builds up agent network, sales are solely relying on agents

2



Recommended by InterChina

X

X

X

X

b

Agent only

a





Trading company

c





Option a: Too weak technical capability; Reactive sales approach.

Option b: The recommended option for Client

Option c: too costly 

		Pro				Con

		Good control
High effective proactive sales approach
Good price competitive				Difficult to cover all customers
Relatively high cost sales team at the beginning

		Lower fixed cost on sales team.
				Reactive sales approach
Less price competitive due to commission fee to agents

		Balance on low fixed cost and good market coverage
Proactive sales approach
Relatively good price competitive				Conflict interest of direct sales and agent, difficult to manage agent 









Client

Client

Client
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Cost estimation for operating Client China - overview

Total

Office Maintenance

Initial Investment











44

84



250





Transportation Fees



26





Others

35



Unit: ‘000 Euro

Assumptions:

120 construction sqm in Top Grade B building in Guangdong and 1 Liaison office in Zhejiang.

4 headcounts in Guangdong, 1 headcount in Zhejiang.

1 China Representative for set up of Rep. Office, Chinese, excellent technical know-how, good / existing contacts to mold makers in Guangdong, 8+ years experience in the EDM industry (with competition or distributor or graphite makers).

The first year’s investment may be around EUR 250,000



4 types of major operation costs:

Salary expenditure 

Marketing

Renting fees 

Transportation



There is no major cost difference between an operation of a rep. office in in Shenzhen or Guangzhou.

Operational Cost

Communications

16





32





Human Resource



Marketing

12
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InterChina case study: We helped a machine tool player to identify and 
qualify the best dealers in existing and new sales territories

33

Client:
• Leading US machine tool maker

Problem:
• To accelerate sales in China,

the client identify better dealers
in existing regional territories,
as well as qualify new dealers
in uncovered provinces.

Method
• Using multiple sources and

databases, we built up a long-
list of over 300 companies from
scratch.

• It was important to build up a
substantial candidate pool for
each province that our client
could choose from – for regions
that lacked current machine
tool dealers, we focused on
different partner profiles.

• In a systematic screening, all of
those companies were checked
out via phone calls – did they
exist, were they in business,
what was their focus, etc.

Solution by InterChina:
• 179 candidates, with a “hotlist”

of 60 companies that were
validated, and where the Client
chose to partner with on a
provincial basis

Identifying future high-quality dealer partners in 8 different provinces

x8 territories

Qualified line-ups 

Our Client needed us to screen 8 provinces (“territories”)
for ideal future dealers who would be sufficiently qualified
to enter negotiations for a partnership.

CONFIDENTIAL © InterChina Consulting

A systematic process for securing 8 new dealer partners

27

Territory Long-list Pre-qualified 
candidates

Line-up 
candidates Chosen candidate

H
igh priority

1 Jinan 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1
2 Qingdao 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1
3 Hebei North 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1
4 Hebei South 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1

“O
pen” 

territories

6 Shanxi 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1
8 Yunnan 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1
9 Jiangxi 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1
11 Heilongjiang 12 - 17 5 - 10 3 - 5 1

Total ~ 150 - 200 80 - 100 25 – 40 8

825 - 4080 - 100
150 - 200

X

Secondary research, 
Data collection via 

phone, prioritization.

F2F meetings,  
evaluation, 
qualification 

Long-list Line-ups Client secures 
dealer 

partners.

Pre-qualified 
candidates

lation of 
 long-list

Initial 
universe

Pre-qualification 
via phone, 

further filtering

Client meets candidates 
in Shanghai, and picks 

the best ones. 

  

A systematic and smart
approach was crucial to
avoid missing out on any
potential partners within a
relative short time.
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The candidate screening process involved the verification of 315 
companies, and resulted in a Long List of 179 candidates

28

Discounted: 70 local 
machine tool 

makers lacking own 
sales force in the 
resp. territories.

Secondary 
Research

Tel
interviews

Intensive 
Tel interviews

179

245

315

Long ListMinus MT 
makers lacking 
sales forces in 
resp. territories

Universal 
Starting List

31

105

Cat 4
 ers)

Cat 3
 ces)

Cat 2
 kers)

Cat 1
 ers)

Long List
(by cat.)

179

11

32

HLJ

ei S.

ei N.

gdao

inan

Long List
(by territories)

179

17

16

17

18

25

nnan

angxi

hanxi

20

29

37

12

48

60

Cat 2
(MT makers)

Initial 
High-Lights

Cat 1
(MT dealers)

 
   

  

  

  
   

   
    

 

 
 

 

   
   

  

   
   

   
   

   
    

   

   
   
 

 
 

 

  

   

       
      
       

      
       

          
      

   

     
      

  
    
  
    

  

 
  

Analysis

4 sources of
potential partners:
Machine tool distr.,
machine tool
producers (that
could be dealers),
competitors’
regional sales reps
(that would start a
new dealer),
dealers of
adjacent product
cat.
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Long List: We found 179 possible candidates in total for in the 8 
territories, with the majority being machine tool dealers

26

Comprehensive
and transparent
details in XLS on
each company for
an easy transfer to
the Client’s
channel director










A systematic process for securing 8 new dealer partners

27

						Territory		Long-list 		Pre-qualified candidates		Line-up candidates		Chosen candidate

		High priority		1		Jinan		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				2		Qingdao		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				3		Hebei North		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				4		Hebei South		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

		“Open” 
territories		6		Shanxi		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				8		Yunnan		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				9		Jiangxi		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				11		Heilongjiang		12 - 17		5 - 10		3 - 5		1

				Total				~ 150 - 200		80 - 100		25 – 40		8







8

25 - 40

80 - 100

150 - 200

X



Process

Secondary research, 

Data collection via phone, prioritization.

F2F meetings,  

evaluation, qualification 

Long-list

Line-ups

Client secures dealer partners.













Pre-qualified candidates

Result

Compilation of initial long-list

Initial universe

Pre-qualification via phone, further filtering

Client meets candidates in Shanghai, and picks the best ones. 



















































(No. of candidates)
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The candidate screening process involved the verification of 315 companies, and resulted in a Long List of 179 candidates

28

Discounted: 70 local machine tool makers lacking own sales force in the resp. territories.

Secondary Research

Tel

interviews

Intensive 

Tel interviews





Long List

Minus MT makers lacking sales forces in resp. territories

Universal Starting List





Cat 4
(Other dealers)

Cat 3
(Comp. offices)

Cat 2
(MT makers)

Cat 1
(MT dealers)

Long List
(by cat.)

179

11

32





HLJ

Hebei S.

Hebei N.

Qingdao

Jinan

Long List
(by territories)

179

17

16

17

18

25

Yunnan

Jiangxi

Shanxi

20

29

37







60

Cat 2
(MT makers)

Initial High-Lights

Cat 1
(MT dealers)

Research venues

for compiling the 

Universal Starting List

No. of companies

Discounted: 66 dealers that could not be verified, and may not exist any longer.

High priority terr.

Open terr.

Current dealers of (direct and indirect) competitors of Client.



Other dealer networks (i.e. Xxx, Xxxx, etc.)



Chinese machine tool producers with location in the respective territory, and /or in surrounding areas / provinces



Competitor sales office footprints in respective territories. 



InterChina’s own databases. 



Personal networks.



Industry directories. 



Associations.



Result: 179 candidates long-listed

All companies verified: They exist, are in business are active in resp. territories. 



Attractive in terms of sales team size. 



~ 40 candidates (mostly dealers) already signaled great interest to discuss an XXX. 



It is not yet known if all the 179 candidates 

….will be interested to discuss an XXX

…qualify with Client’s’ philosophy





We have selected 60 co’s as the first priority for Ph2 

 

Attractive companies (sales, sales team, basic service capabilities, etc.).



Showed initial interest to discus an HFO.











Further verification

and data collection



Analysis
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Long List: We found 179 possible candidates in total for in the 8 territories, with the majority being machine tool dealers
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Screen Shot
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Deep-dive: Selling the better product

34

• Does your superior, next generation technology product bounce with
local customers, as perceived as “too advanced”, “too sophisticated”,
and especially as “too pricey”?

• Is it difficult to predict the future adoption rate and decision
mindsets of local customers for a new product, yet the bets need to
be made now?
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InterChina’s experience and perspectives for convincing Chinese 
customers on new and superior technology / product offerings

35

US Client, 2010 European Client, 2012 European Client, 2013 European Client, 2009 European Client, 2013

Sector / 
product

Railway / track lubrication Water preparation / treatment Industrial laundry / washers Printing / Flexo printers Flexible packaging / laminators

Predominant 
solution in 
China at that 
time

Manual wayside track treatment Permanent (fixed) solutions Smaller, separate units and steps Top-print concept Use of solvent-based adhesives

The Client’s 
superior 
solution, and 
general
advantages / 
USP

On-board friction mgmt systems 
(sprays, sticks) mounted on railway 
cars to lubricate the tracks.

Flexible rental solution for 
process water production and 
wastewater treatment. 

Integrated washing and 
drying tunnels for central 
laundries / industrial laundries.

Bottom-print concept 
(substrate runs at the bottom of 
the printer instead of at the top).

Solvent-free laminator, 
avoiding the use of solvent-based 
adhesives.

• Less corrugation
• Less noise development
• saves energy /fuel costs 

• Investment free
• Reduce long-term OPEX
• Managing seasonal variety 

Continuity of production

• Higher productivity
• Water efficient
• Reliable, low maintenance
• Non-blocking

• No ink leakage on substrate
• Better printing quality
• Better cutting quality

• No solvent-based adhesives 
• Higher productivity
• Low energy consumption

Barriers for 
the new 
solution in 
China

• Customers did not calculate costs 
of changing rails

• High investment costs

• Hesitant decision makers
• Client could not pin-point the 

key reason, but expected 
‘political’ motivations

• Lack of TCO mentality
• Lack of processing volume
• Ability to operate the equ,.
• Awareness of customer’s brand

• Entrenched concept
• Complex operation and maint. 
• Initial investment costs
• Expensive parts

• 90% of laminates in China SB
• Preference for rotogravure 

instead of flexo printers
• Perceived output quality

Reasons and 
USPs we 
found to 
convince 
customers to 
switch

• Specification by MoR
• Proven field performance
• Unaware of problem / costs
• Unaware of solution
• Relationships / guanxi

• Cost of renting had to be lower 
than permanent solution

• Seasonal flexibility important
• Competitive with Chinese 

offers (half the price)

• High-end image (halo effect)
• Flexible payment schemes

• Hard for customer to visually 
inspect printing quality during 
run, fear of higher waste rate

• Customers did not switch, but 
client had to change product

• Sizeable output, bottlenecks
• Better cost-performance ratio
• Cost-savings (use of less 

adhesive p. sqm)

Strategies 
the clients 
applied to go 
forward

• Clear customer segmentation
• Focus on most promising 

segments (potential, readiness)
• Generate credit lines
• Set up direct sales team in China 

(education, awareness)
• Add further agents
• Partner up / JV

• Focus on the right customers 
(type, origin segmentation)

• Change of USP
• Reduce quality (non-potable) 

Training of local team (solution 
selling instead of relationships)

• Acquisition of a local 
engineering co’

• Focus on large customers
• Division of customers betw. 

own team and a dealer
• 30% down-payment delivery, 

dealer buffer
• Use of leasing company
• Fast reference build-up
• Build own local service team

• Clear customer segmentation
• Sizing the (very limited) 

potential for bottom-printers
• Listen to customer, respect 

their preferences
• Change of proposition by 

acquiring a local player with 
the right printer concept

• Clear customer segmentation
• Reference customer (open-

house events)
• Invoicing in RMB
• Build local service team
• Cooperation with adhesive 

supplier / brand
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Is the Chinese market demand really only restricted to
unsophisticated equipment?

Not entirely. For diapers, 2 (small) niche markets exist for advanced foreign machines.
Sanitary napkins market however is fully occupied by Chinese competitors.

Niche
market
1

Niche
market
2

• Locally 
produced 
machines 
by foreign 
equipment 
producers

Customers Machines Price level Potential

• Some large 
Chinese 
producers

• around 5
• Ruide
• Hengan

• Imported, 
down-fitted 
machines

• Entry-level

• MNCs
• Large Chinese 

producers
• Medium-sized 

Chinese 
producers

• RMB 6 m p. 
line

• RMB 8 – 10 
m p. line

• Around 3 -4
new lines 
bought in 
China per 
year

• Around 2 -
3 new lines 
bought in 
China per 
year

Source: InterChina survey of around 18 potential customers, all segments, 2007.
Potential in number of lines are estimated by InterChina./

Diaper market breakdown

Sources: *CNHPIA; † InterChina survey 2007 ‡ InterChina estimation 

Total lines currently
installed in China,
2006/07, acc. to
origin of machine
supplier

84% ‡

100% = 300 
lines*
6%†

10%†

MNC

Large 
Chines
e within 

top 10

Mediu
m- to 

small-
sized 

Chines
e

~85 –
90%

~10 –
15 %

~30 - 40 
lines 
(†‡) of 
foreign 
origin

100% = 300 
lines*

~270 
lines 
(†‡) from 
domestic 
machine 
suppliers

20%

100% = 
6 bn

Output diaper volume 
in China, 2006, 
InterChina estimation

40%†

40%†

Total lines
installed in
China,
according
to owners
(customers
)

Corrections Sept 5 2007
indicated in red
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Is the price / performance comparison between Chinese 
machines and Client machines correctly executed? 

No. Chinese customers mostly consider CAPEX cost only,
driven by short-term driven China-typical production schemes / business models 

Machine Price Comparison 
(Mechanical Drive Machines for Diapers)

Client Fameccanica
(China plant)

Heng 
Chang

Xingshi
Hanwei 
Creator

RMB
8-10 m

Chinese Producers’ Concept
for planning / budgeting production cost

RMB
5-6 m

RMB
3-4 m

RMB
2-3 m

RMB
1 m

Peixin

700 
ppm

400 
ppm

300 
-400 
ppm 300 

ppm

N/A

Not considered 
by Chinese 
producers

50%

50%

“Fixed 
Cost” (i.e. 
RMB 3-5 
m)

“Variable 
Cost” (i.e. 
RMB 3-5 
m)

Tim
e horizon: 2-3 years

100% = RMB 6 to 10 m

• Material cost
• Labor cost
• Maintenance cost
• Spare parts cost

• Machine (initial
investment at
purchasing
price)

• Factory costs
(land, building
etc.)

Source: InterChina survey 2007, customer statements,
competitor interviews

Source: InterChina interviews with Chinese customers

Planning 
concept and 
horizon of 
typical Chinese 
producer

• Material cost exceeding a 
time frame of 2 – 3 years

• Chinese customers consider the initial
cost for a Client machine 3x higher than
a Chinese machine

• Chinese customers calculate the trade-
off of buying 1 import machine if instead
they could buy 2 – 3 Chinese machines.
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Decision making factors considered by different customers

1

2

3

4

5

Machine 
Performance

Machine
Brand

CAPEX Cost

Technology 
Improvement

Major Factors

L

L

L

L

L

M

M

M

M

M

DescriptionsCustomer requirements level

• Incl. speed, efficiency,
precision, waste rate,
stability and other features.

• Incl. cooperation period,
after sales service, technical
support etc.

Flexibility

S

S

S

S

S • Incl. technology 
improvement capability, 
IPR protection etc.

• Incl. changing of the
machine models to produce
various kinds of products

• Incl. cost consideration for
purchasing the machines.

Low High

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

S

M MNCs

Small Chinese Producers

L Large  Chinese Producers

Machine performance, Company brand, and Technology improvement

CAPEX Cost

CAPEX Cost, Flexibility

Key factors
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…whilst their retail volumes and sales have grown faster than 
lower-end diapers, occupying more shelf-space than in 20XX

Schematic 
shelf-space 
in sampled 

retailers

Mid- and
low-end
Diapers

High-end
Diapers

20% 40%

20XX 20XX

60%

Growth rate 
p.a. retail sales

Year

35%

20%

InterChina case study: Assessing customers’ future positioning strategy 
and how this will impact on their equipment quality requirements

Client:
• European producer of machinery 

and equipment used by 
manufacturers of sanitary 
disposables (i.e. diapers). 

Problem:
• The Client needed to understand 

whether mid-sized or smaller 
regional brands would step up in 
their product quality requirements 
and enter a higher-end segment 
to compete with global brands 
such as P&G / Pampers. 

• This was critical to map out the 
future equipment demand and 
the Client’s strategy (set up local 
plant, partner up with a local 
partner, M&A, etc.). 

Method & Solution
• InterChina categorized the market 

acc. to end product prices and 
clearly defined the technical 
features to segment the potential 
customer landscape, and 
conducted interviews with 20 
decision makers of the targeted 
segment, rounded up with 7 local 
competitor interviews. 

• We observed, discussed, and 
analyzed customer requirements 
and equ. way-of-use , and probed 
the possibility for customers to 
buy more premium equipment.

Will the local customer mid-segment upgrade their machinery requirements?

Only ¼ of all babies in
China wear disposable
diapers, providing a
huge growth potential
for diaper makers.
Especially the sales of
(all int’l) high-end
brands have boomed,
pushing local brands
and into a lower-end
corner. Would they
strike back and
demand higher-end
production machinery?

We interviewed 20 local mid-
sized player to understand
their future brand and
positioning strategies, and
how those translated into a
need for upgrading the
production equipment, as
well as on the machinery
selection preferences.

A key point to get right was
how decision makers of
customers were calculating
their CAPEX and ROIs on
new production lines, and
how they compare offers
from different suppliers,
and how our Client’s
offering could fit in and
compete effectively.

Finally, we mapped out
the future potential of the
different customer
segments, with priority on
more accessible potential
accounts, and quantified
the estimated purchasing
value of such customers
for the Client．

36
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Is the Chinese market demand really only restricted to unsophisticated equipment? 

Not entirely. For diapers, 2 (small) niche markets exist for advanced foreign machines.

Sanitary napkins market however is fully occupied by Chinese competitors.

Niche

market

1

Niche

market

2

Locally produced machines by foreign equipment producers



Customers

Machines

Price level

Potential

Some large Chinese producers

around 5

Ruide

Hengan

Imported, down-fitted machines

Entry-level



MNCs

Large Chinese producers

Medium-sized Chinese producers

RMB 6 m p. line

RMB 8 – 10 m p. line



Around 3 -4 new lines bought in China per year

Around 2 - 3 new lines bought in China per year



Source: InterChina survey of around 18 potential customers, all segments, 2007.

Potential in number of lines are estimated by InterChina./

Diaper market breakdown



Sources: *CNHPIA; † InterChina survey 2007 ‡ InterChina estimation 

Total lines currently installed in China, 2006/07, acc. to origin of machine supplier

84% ‡

100% = 300 lines*

6%†

10%†

MNC

Large Chinese within top 10

Medium- to small-sized Chinese







~85 –

90%



~10 –

15 %

~30 - 40 lines (†‡) of foreign origin

100% = 300 lines*

~270 lines (†‡) from domestic machine suppliers









































20%

100% = 6 bn

Output diaper volume in China, 2006, InterChina estimation

40%†

40%†







Total lines installed in China, according to owners (customers)

Corrections Sept 5 2007

indicated in red
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Is the price / performance comparison between Chinese machines and Client machines correctly executed? 

No. Chinese customers mostly consider CAPEX cost only,

driven by short-term driven China-typical production schemes / business models 



Machine Price Comparison 

(Mechanical Drive Machines for Diapers)

Client

Fameccanica

(China plant)

Heng Chang

Xingshi

Hanwei 

Creator

RMB

8-10 m







Chinese Producers’ Concept

for planning / budgeting production cost



RMB

5-6 m

RMB

3-4 m

RMB

2-3 m

RMB

1 m



Peixin

700 ppm

400 ppm

300 -400 ppm

300 ppm

N/A





Not considered by Chinese producers

50%

50%

“Fixed Cost” (i.e. RMB 3-5 m)

“Variable Cost” (i.e. RMB 3-5 m)





Time horizon: 2-3 years

100% = RMB 6 to 10 m

Material cost

Labor cost

Maintenance cost

Spare parts cost



Machine (initial investment at purchasing price)



Factory costs (land, building etc.)





Source: InterChina survey 2007, customer statements, competitor interviews

Source: InterChina interviews with Chinese customers



Planning concept and horizon of typical Chinese producer







Material cost exceeding a time frame of 2 – 3 years

Chinese customers consider the initial cost for a Client machine 3x higher than a Chinese machine

Chinese customers calculate the trade-off of buying 1 import machine if instead they could buy 2 – 3 Chinese machines.
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Decision making factors considered by different customers











1

2

3

4

5

Machine Performance

Machine

Brand

CAPEX Cost

Technology Improvement

Major Factors

L

L

L

L

L

M

M

M

M

M

Descriptions

Customer requirements level

Incl. speed, efficiency, precision, waste rate, stability and other features.

Incl. cooperation period, after sales service, technical support etc. 

Flexibility

S

S

S

S

S

Incl. technology improvement capability, IPR protection etc.

Incl. changing of the machine models to produce various kinds of products

Incl. cost consideration for purchasing the machines.

Low

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

High

High

High

High

S

M

MNCs

Small Chinese Producers

L

Large  Chinese Producers

Machine performance, Company brand, and Technology improvement

CAPEX Cost

CAPEX Cost, Flexibility









Key factors
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…whilst their retail volumes and sales have grown faster than lower-end diapers, occupying more shelf-space than in 20XX









Schematic shelf-space in sampled retailers

















Mid- and

low-end

Diapers

High-end

Diapers

20%

40%

20XX

20XX





60%

Growth rate p.a. retail sales





Year

35%

20%



Typical Diaper Supermarket Shelf 
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Deep-dive: Localization of products and manufacturing

37

• What must-have and nice-to-have features need to be designed into
a new equipment that suits the needs of the average local customer?

• Will customers keep perceiving a locally-assembled machine as
“foreign” / “premium”, or will they demand a discount?

• Can costs be really reduced when starting local assembly operations?
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Industrial equipment value chains will massively localize in China

38

50%20% 40%30% 60% 80%70%10%0

New and renewable energy equ.

Industrial software

Large tractors >200 hp and harvestors

High performance medical devices

IT for smart manufacturing

High-tech ship components

Robot core components

Mobile phone chips

High-end CNC machines and manufacturing equ.

Wide-body aircrafts

Cloud & big data

Industrial robots

New energy vehicles

By 2025By 2020
Made in China China 2025: 
Semi-official targets for the domestic market share of Chinese products (in %)

Source: Expert Commission for the Construction of a Manufacturing Superpower. Merics, EUCCC
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Our recent round of interviews with Chinese automation integrators 
confirm the trend towards Chinese customers buying local products

39

Customers prefer…

Local
products

Foreign
products

“Customers are willing to prefer local products 
especially for lower-end applications (i.e. picking)”

“The trend is clear: Chinese products are improving, 
the technology gap is closing, and costs are lower”

“Foreign vendors still dominate in the automotive 
sector, but this is drastically changing in other 
sectors, where customer requirements are lower.”

“ ‘Local’ means Chinese, not products made by 
foreign companies in China,”
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Assembly operation localization in China: For many foreign
machinery players a rocky path to only little cost savings

Component Cost Breakdown, Universal CNC Grinder 

Cooling
system

Others
(CNC,

spindle,
bearings,

etc.)

-20%

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

XX,XXX

Safety
cover

Cast iron
bed frame

Control
cabinet

EUR XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

XX,XXX

X,XXX
XX,XXX

XX,XXX

EUR XXX,XXX

XXX,XXX

X,XXX

67%

33%

54%

46%

Mechanical 
parts and 
components 
sourced locally 
that offer cost 
advantages 
over Europe

Parts and 
components 
sourced locally, 
without cost 
advantages 
over Europe; 
and parts that 
are imported.

In EUR.
% = Parts cost 
of 1 machine

Assembled in 
Europe

Assembled in 
China

Foreign machinery companies struggle to
significantly reduce costs with their China
assembly operations. Main reason: Only non-
critical components can be sourced locally.

Together with savings on import duties, foreign
machinery makers assemble 20 – 30% cheaper,
but it takes them long time to break-even, due to
lack of volumes, and high initial set up costs.

Start of local 
production

Year of 
reaching B/E

2003

2005

2008

20XX

20XX

20XX

Unit output in 
China, 2012

X,XXX

XXX

XXX

Company

Gildemeister

Schleifring

Trumpf

Price Δ to 
imports

-XX%

-XX%

-XX%

Finding the 
right and 

experience 
mechanics

Sufficient 
training, 
retaining 

talent

Soaring salary 
cost and 

expectations

Expat-heavy 
operations 
during the 

ramp up (and 
also later)

Deviations 
from standard 

processes, 
leaving room 

for error

Sufficient 
support from 
HQ (financial, 

product 
managers, QA, 

etc).

Increasing 
local content 
sourced from 

Chinese 
suppliers

Educating and 
managing local 

suppliers,
high volatility 
in delivered 

quality

Challenges of balancing cost control with quality control

40
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Some machine designs need to be adapted to the customer 
requirements to compete effectively

Illustrative

200X500
300X600
400X800

Others
(>300X1000)

CNC
NC

PLC
Manual

<0.005mm
<0.010mm
>0.010mm

<0.003mm
<0.005mm
>0.005mm

Size of working table

Types of control system

Accuracy (Flatness)

Tolerance

Manual
Automatic

Dressing system

Listing to customer preferences

Illustrative Illustrative
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Findings from 4 sources suggested different requirement of the 
‘mass-market’ or ‘mass-market’ in certain segment

Distributor 
Survey

InterChina 
customer 

Survey

Client own 
customer 

Survey

Best selling machines of 

Okamoto Proth

Working table 
size <200x500 >300x1000 <200x600 150x450 250x500

Control type Manual Manual CNC Manual PLC

Accuracy <0.003 mm <0.003 mm <0.005 mm <0.003 mm <0.003 mm

Tolerance <0.005 mm <0.005 mm <0.005 mm <0.005 mm

Hydraulic or 
Ball Screw Hydraulic Hydraulic Ball screw Hydraulic

Cutting speed <45 m/s <45 m/s <35 m/s

Spindle power >4.5 kW >4.5 kW 1.5 kW 1.5 kW

Spindle speed Variable Fix-1 speed

Dressing 
system Headdresser M Headdresser M Headdresser A

Example of 
typical 

machines used.

Kent 250 Hangzhou MT 
7130 

Blohm
KC 360 Okamoto Linear Proth

PSG 250

• The results represented on the
left-hand side reflect the
“average” or synthesis of all
surveys, making no distinction
between different market
segments or industry demand /
requirements.

• Results from the surveys
represent “mass-market”
demand whereas best-sellers of
competitors capture the demand
of the niche segments.

• Result of Client own customer
survey suggested different
features, e.g. CNC system with
lower accuracy requirement. We
believe that the questionnaire
was biased towards customers
with higher quality or
productivity demands.

• InterChina customer survey:
Results according to number of
responses (customers), but not
according to number of grinder
units. Therefore, most
responses tend towards large
working tables (300x1000 –
these are preferred by a larger
number of smaller customers).

36 distributors 115 customers Client own
customer study

Direct competitor
benchmarking

Majority of responses acc. to technical requirements,
according to different surveys
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Except for grinders used in automotive industry, the majority of 
units demanded by Chinese customers are manually operated

G. Machinery 29.0%

45.2%

25.8%Mold & Die

Automotive

745 units = 100%

192

337

216

74.2%

3.9%

21.9%CNC

NC

Manual

31.3%

18.1%
0.6%

50.0%CNC

NC

Manual

PLC

90.4%

4.3%
2.1%
3.2%CNC

NC

Manual

PLC

7.3%
15.6%
7.8%

28.6%

40.6%<200x500

300x600

400x800
>300x1000

Others

8.0%
7.4%
5.0%
16.3%

63.2%<200x500

300x600
400x800

>300x1000
Others

13.4%

30.1%

26.4%

10.2%
19.9%<200x500

300x600
400x800

>300x1000

Others

78

55

15
30

213

55
1725

43
22

57

65

39

132

7

155

56

97

169

36 distributors 115 customers Client own
customer study

Direct competitor
benchmarking

Breakdown by table size Breakdown by control systemBreakdown by industry

192 192

337 337

216 216
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To define the Client’s sales + distribution model, we looked at 
machine tool producers selling “mass-market” machines in China

Distribution 
models for 

mass-market 
machine tools

• XXXXXXX

Purely distributor driven

Combination of distributor 
and direct sales

Joint investments

• XXXXXXXXX
• XXXXXXXXX
• XXXXXXXXX

• XXXXXXXX

Purely direct sales driven

• XXXXXXX

There are 4 basic distribution models for selling mass-market machines in other machine tool categories
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We didn’t leave the Client with a vision alone, but addressed the 
hurdles which had to be solved to arrive at this vision…

Direct sales team
(mass market products)

Client’ centralized service system

Branding strategy

Foster ‘local thinking’ culture - be local 
to be global

1

2

3

4

Challenge

• Gradually reducing its sales activity
• Shifting towards a support function for distributors
• Dispatching sales people to work with / at distributors
• Turning “redundant” sales force into separate distributors

• “Decentralize” the system to be closer to the market
• Client should still provide service (not the distributors)
• Build out rep offices into service support centers

• Clear 2-pronged brand policy for all brands
• Import brand “XXXXXXX’
• Locally made brand “XXXXXX”
• Helps to use same sales points (distributors) for both import 

and locally made machines / brands

Proposed solution

• Extensive and intensive communication to win support and 
break down barriers

• Re-streamline internal structure 
• Implement guidelines and related appraisal scheme to alter 

individual behavior 

To achieve the “100% distributor sales” vision, Client will need to address and solve 4 challenges...
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To understand their models, we profiled their sales + 
distribution structure models in very detail…

SMTCL’ mass-market 
proposition sold in China

Production
location

Producer’s own
sales / service

structure in China
Distribution
structure

Result
(sales in China)

• Type: Vertical NC machining 
center (model VMC750);

• RMB 450,000

• Type: Lathe (model CR6136)
• RMB 50,000

• ~19 sales offices, 1 sales 
manager + 5-10 service 
engineers per sales office

• Sales support & service 
provision

Shenyang, 
China

Units p. 
year

RMB
p. year

1,300

550 m

4S 4S 4S 4S

4 4S shops

Shenyang, 
China S S S S S

S S S S S

XXXXXSBUs

• ~230 distributors incl. four 
4S shops

• Four 4S shops and larger 
distributors sell all types of 
machines for all SBUs. 

Units p. 
year

RMB
p. year

65,000

5,500 m

S S S S S

S S S S S

XXXXXMC SBU

• ~19 sales offices, 1 sales 
manager + 5-10 service 
engineers  per sales 
office per SBU

• Sales support & service 
provision

• Produced in China
• 2 months stock 

for non-CNC 
machines.

D D D D

~200 distributors

D D D D

~30 distributors

• Produced in China
• 2 months stock 

for non-CNC 
machines.

Highest leverage rate
and lowest profitability

in the industry 

XXXXX utilizes a large distributor base with 100% sales from ~230 distributors in 19 regions
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… and worked out scenarios on how he could transform from his 
current to the future sales + distribution model…

Timeline2 
months

Scenario 1

Do
something

20 units

Scenario 2

Do
something
more

40 units

Scenario 3

Really do
Something
(stage (1)

200 units

Scenario 4

Do something
different

Incremental 
sales increase 
(+10% p.a.)

Scenario 3

Really do
Something
(stage (2)

400 units

Expected 
Volume

6-12 
months

24-36 
months

36-48 
months

Incremental 
Change into a 
Distributor-
Based Model

• The sales volumes are based on surface
and profile grinders. The expected
volumes are slightly larger than Client’s
5-year forecast that was discussed at
PRB 2 meeting on 17th Feb.

• Uncertainty exists due to the recent
financial crisis which will surely have
negative impact on the market demand
in short term (2009/2010). Despite of
the aggressive stimulus plan rolled out
by the Chinese government, the real
impact is yet to be further examined.

…and it should be done incrementally - 3 scenarios moving from a hybrid model to a distributor-based model

Case study: Redesigning a mid-market machine by stripping-
down the function and price due to structured customer insights

Client:
• European machine tool maker,

with assembly plant in China

Problem:
• The Client needed to

understand local customer
requirements for reviving a
machine type that was ailing in
sales in China.

• The key idea was to strip-down
the machines of excessive
features and assemble the type
with local components at
cheaper costs.

• As such, the Client needed the
technical specs and target price
ranges to go back to the
drawing board and to design
the right machine for China.

Method & Solution
• InterChina ramped up a broad

survey efforts, a combination of
qualitative and quantitative
research (also coordinating a
call-center) to collect the
technical specs and price points
from customers along different
sectors, plus focused interview
rounds with dealers. This was
rounded up with an extensive
competitor benchmarking.

How simple and cheap does the ‘China Machine’ need to be?

We found that an initial design draft of the
Client was not well received by customers. Also,
earlier, preliminary studies by our Client (before
engaging us) overlooked the fact that customers
actually wanted a PLC control system, not just a
pure CNC, as well as a manual dressing system.
The Client’s early design drafts were still too
expensive to find a market.

As our Client did not have the right sales and
channel set up for the new machine, we also created
a new sales ／distribution ／service concept to push
the new units efficiently to the market. We
benchmarked with other standard machine players,
and combined their best practices with the Client’s
specific situation in China.

We measured customers’
requirements on techn. features
such as accuracy, tolerance,
cutting speed, working table size,
spindle power, etc. , sampling
hundreds of customer voices in
several different sectors.

With statistical analysis, and
adjusted by directions provided by
qualitative research, we profiled
the right machine features that
customers were expecting for a
certain price – and the price they
were expecting to pay for certain
features and performance.
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Some machine designs need to be adapted to the customer requirements to compete effectively







Illustrative







200X500

300X600

400X800

Others

(>300X1000)

CNC

NC

PLC

Manual

<0.005mm

<0.010mm

>0.010mm

<0.003mm

<0.005mm

>0.005mm

Size of working table

Types of control system

Accuracy (Flatness)

Tolerance





























Manual

Automatic

Dressing system





Listing to customer preferences







Illustrative





Illustrative
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Hence, some leading producers – especially for smaller machinery types – have started to listen closely to the Chinese customer voices and redesigned machines almost from scratch to be more suitable in functions, as well as in target price. Of course, such machines are then assembled in China, using as much local component content as possible. 



We show here an exaggerated example of how a machine may look before and after such an exercise. We have been often involved in surveying customers about their preferences on machinery functions and features, in order to exactly give the customer what he wants (and for how much he wants to pay for). 



An early adopter of this idea has been DMG, producing turning machines (labeled the “Ecoline”) at competitive cost, a bit simpler, but with much more compelling value to local customers. 



This new design helps the producer to adapt machines also to local component quality, and to lower costs. Machinery makers who have gone through this process say that local R&D (using Chinese technicians, working in China) are crucial to make this a success. You cannot develop the concept and design in Europe for such a solution. And, it is crucial that you listen to your customers – you need to have your ears and eyes on the ground, in the local market to make this happen. 
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Findings from 4 sources suggested different requirement of the ‘mass-market’ or ‘mass-market’ in certain segment

				Distributor Survey		InterChina customer Survey		Client own customer Survey		Best selling machines of 		

										Okamoto		Proth

		Working table size		<200x500		>300x1000		<200x600		150x450		250x500

		Control type		Manual		Manual		CNC		Manual		PLC

		Accuracy		<0.003 mm		<0.003 mm		<0.005 mm		<0.003 mm		<0.003 mm

		Tolerance		<0.005 mm		<0.005 mm		<0.005 mm		<0.005 mm		

		Hydraulic or Ball Screw		Hydraulic		Hydraulic		Ball screw				Hydraulic

		Cutting speed		<45 m/s		<45 m/s						<35 m/s

		Spindle power		>4.5 kW		>4.5 kW				1.5 kW		1.5 kW

		Spindle speed		Variable		Fix-1 speed						

		Dressing system		Headdresser M		Headdresser M		Headdresser A				

		Example of typical machines used.		Kent 250		Hangzhou MT 7130 		Blohm
KC 360		Okamoto Linear		Proth
PSG 250

												







The results represented on the left-hand side reflect the “average” or synthesis of all surveys, making no distinction between different market segments or industry demand / requirements. 

Results from the surveys represent “mass-market” demand whereas best-sellers of competitors capture the demand of the niche segments.

Result of Client own customer survey suggested different features, e.g. CNC system with lower accuracy requirement. We believe that the questionnaire was biased towards customers with higher quality or productivity demands.

InterChina customer survey: Results according to number of responses (customers), but not according to number of grinder units. Therefore,  most responses tend towards large working tables (300x1000 – these are preferred by a larger number of smaller customers).  

36 distributors

115 customers

Client own

customer study

Direct competitor

benchmarking









Majority of responses acc. to technical requirements,

according to different surveys
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Except for grinders used in automotive industry, the majority of units demanded by Chinese customers are manually operated

G. Machinery







29.0%

45.2%

25.8%

Mold & Die

Automotive

745 units = 100%

192

337

216

74.2%

3.9%

21.9%









CNC

NC

Manual











31.3%

18.1%

0.6%

50.0%

CNC

NC

Manual

PLC











90.4%

4.3%

2.1%

3.2%

CNC

NC

Manual

PLC













7.3%

15.6%

7.8%

28.6%

40.6%

<200x500

300x600

400x800

>300x1000

Others













8.0%

7.4%

5.0%

16.3%

63.2%

<200x500

300x600

400x800

>300x1000

Others













13.4%

30.1%

26.4%

10.2%

19.9%

<200x500

300x600

400x800

>300x1000

Others

78

55

15

30

213

55

17

25

43

22

57

65

39

132

7

155

56

97

169

36 distributors

115 customers

Client own

customer study

Direct competitor

benchmarking

Breakdown by table size

Breakdown by control system

Breakdown by industry
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To define the Client’s sales + distribution model, we looked at machine tool producers selling “mass-market” machines in China





Distribution models for mass-market machine tools





XXXXXXX

Purely distributor driven

Combination of distributor and direct sales

Joint investments

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXXX

XXXXXXXX

Purely direct sales driven

XXXXXXX

There are 4 basic distribution models for selling mass-market machines in other machine tool categories
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We didn’t leave the Client with a vision alone, but addressed the hurdles which had to be solved to arrive at this vision…

Direct sales team

(mass market products)

Client’ centralized service system

Branding strategy

Foster ‘local thinking’ culture - be local to be global

1

2

3

4

Challenge

Gradually reducing its sales activity

Shifting towards a support function for distributors

Dispatching sales people to work with / at distributors

Turning “redundant” sales force into separate distributors

“Decentralize” the system to be closer to the market

Client should still provide service (not the distributors)

Build out rep offices into service support centers

Clear 2-pronged brand policy for all brands

Import brand “XXXXXXX’

Locally made brand “XXXXXX”

Helps to use same sales points (distributors) for both import and locally made machines / brands

Proposed solution

Extensive and intensive communication to win support and break down barriers

Re-streamline internal structure 

Implement guidelines and related appraisal scheme to alter individual behavior 

To achieve the “100% distributor sales” vision, Client will need to address and solve 4 challenges...
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To understand their models, we profiled their sales + distribution structure models in very detail…

SMTCL’ mass-market proposition sold in China

Production

location

Producer’s own

sales / service

structure in China

Distribution

structure

Result

(sales in China)

Type: Vertical NC machining center (model VMC750);

RMB 450,000

Type: Lathe (model CR6136)

RMB 50,000



~19 sales offices, 1 sales manager + 5-10 service engineers per sales office

Sales support & service provision

Shenyang, China







Units p. year

RMB

p. year

1,300

550 m

4S

4S

4S

4S

4 4S shops

Shenyang, China

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

XXXXXSBUs

~230 distributors incl. four 4S shops

Four 4S shops and larger distributors sell all types of machines for all SBUs. 







Units p. year

RMB

p. year

65,000

5,500 m





S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

XXXXXMC SBU

~19 sales offices, 1 sales manager + 5-10 service engineers  per sales office per SBU

Sales support & service provision

Produced in China

2 months stock for non-CNC machines.

D

D

D

D

~200 distributors

D

D

D

D

~30 distributors

Produced in China

2 months stock for non-CNC machines.

Highest leverage rate

 and lowest profitability

    in the industry 

XXXXX utilizes a large distributor base with 100% sales from ~230 distributors in 19 regions
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… and worked out scenarios on how he could transform from his current to the future sales + distribution model…

Timeline



2 months

Scenario 1 



Do

something

	

20 units



















Scenario 2 

	

Do

something

more

	

40 units

Scenario 3 

	

Really do

Something

(stage (1)



200 units

	

Scenario 4 



Do something

different

	

Incremental sales increase (+10% p.a.)





Scenario 3 

	

Really do

Something

(stage (2)



400 units

	





Expected Volume

6-12 months

24-36 months

36-48 months





Incremental Change into a Distributor-Based Model





The sales volumes are based on surface and profile grinders. The expected volumes are slightly larger than Client’s 5-year forecast that was discussed at PRB 2 meeting on 17th Feb.



Uncertainty exists due to the recent financial crisis which will surely have negative impact on the market demand in short term (2009/2010). Despite of the aggressive stimulus plan rolled out by the Chinese government, the real impact is yet to be further examined. 



…and it should be done incrementally - 3 scenarios moving from a hybrid model to a distributor-based model
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Competitor X’s Machine Z, assembled in China, is estimated to 
save 18% cost over assembly in Italy 

37

27,000

27,000

35,000

14,000

14,000

17,000

7,000
9,0003,000

3,000

4,0006,000
1,700

1,450

Machine Z 
assembly cost 

in Europe

17,000

6,000

6,000

Machine Z 
assembly 

cost in China, 
exclude VAT

11,000

3,400
3,400

7,000

 oller

hell

  me, 
  ne)

 tem

 trol
 tem

 bor

Machine Z 
assembly 

cost in China, 
include VAT

13,000

4,000
4,000

  etal 
 ng 

  ort)

     

         
                 

86,000 88,000

70,000

 
  

   
  

   
   
   
  

Source:
• Cost percentage of imported 

components from interview with 
Competitor X service engineer 
and sales manager

• Calculate the labor cost using 
the salary of workers and 
working hours needed for one 
unit provided by Competitor X.

    
service engineer and sales 
manager

Source:
• Overall percentage of local 

sourced components from 
interview with Competitor X.

• Shell price is from interview with 
sales manager of Competitor X 
supplier XXXX and crosschecked 
by another peer supplier 
XXXXXX

• Guided roller price is from 
equipment engineer of  
Competitor X customer, XXXX 
Packaging and crosschecked by 
interview with XXXX and ZZZZ/
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A “better cost-performance factor” is the key reason for Chinese 
customers to purchase Competitor X’s SL laminators

42

Interviewed 
customer

SL in use (brand) Number 
of SL in 
total 
(units)

Date of SL 
purchase

Key reason for 
choosing the 
SL technology

Secondary 
reason for 
choosing the SL 
technology

The other SL 
brands in 
bidding and 
tendering 

Reason for choosing the Competitor X brand Reason for not choosing the other SL laminator brand

Shanghai 
Hengxin

Competitor 
X(Machine Z), 
Sinomech

3 One in 2011, 
other two in 
2012. 

Higher 
efficiency

Cost reduction Client, 
Sinomech

• Competitor X is cheaper than Client and 
has better and stable performance than 
Sinomech in 2011. 

• Client machine is more expensive, and domestic 
machine is not with stable performance. 

• In 2012, Hengxin selected Sinomech on repeat 
purchase because Competitor X refused to further 
reduce it price. And Sinomech improved its SL 
laminator. (it is claimed that in 2011 Hengxin was 
shown to a customer who use Sinomech’s 1st

generation SL at ~70 m/min. )

Chengdu 
Yongzhi

Competitor X 2 One in 2009, 
one in 2013

Cost reduction
(i.e. adhesive 
consumption: 
SL, 1.6 g/m2; 
DL, 2.6 g/m2)

Environment 
protection (no 
solvent residue)

Client • Competitor X contacted this customer 
proactively and one step before Client to 
agree on the purchasing intention 
agreement with Competitor X. 

• Competitor X has good SL laminator and 
could pay directly in RMB. 

• Purchasing procedure from Client was more 
complicate. Yongzhi needed to take care the import 
procedure and pay in Euro. 

Zijiang 
Printing

Competitor X 2 One in 2000, 
one in 2011

No solvent 
residue

Cost reduction NA • Competitor X machine has stable quality. • There was not a lot available solventless laminator 
suppliers in China in 2000. 

Dinghong Competitor X 1 2011 Cost reduction Cost reduction NA • Recommended by nearby Competitor X 
customer. 

• Not familiar with other suppliers’ machines. 

Customers who select Competitor X SL laminator  in the first time 
purchase :

Customers who changed to Competitor X SL laminator  in the second time 
purchase :Interviewed 

customer
SL first time 
purchased 
(brand)

SL second time 
purchased 
(brand)

Number of SL 
in total  (units)

Date of first 
time SL 
purchase

Date of second 
time SL purchase

Key reason for 
choosing SL 
technology

Secondary reason for 
choosing SL technology

Reason for transferring to 
the Competitor X brand

Reason for not repeat purchasing 
the former SL laminator brand

Chengdu XHT Sinomech Competitor X Two from 
Sinomech, 
another 3 from 
Competitor X

~2010 from 
Sinomech

~2012 from 
Competitor X

Cost reduction Environment protection 
(no solvent residue)

• FIE machines have 
better quality. 

• Competitor X was very 
positive to contact the 
customer, introducing 
its solventless laminator. 

• Invite XHT’s GM to the 
plant opening ceremony 
in Shanghai and 
arrange him to sit in the 
first row, making him 
feel honored.

• Very bad experience on 
Sinomech machines quality and 
service: Sinomech machines 
have quality problems and are 
with unstable performance 
(especially after changing roller, 
the tension control will get 
worse). 

• It is claimed by XHT’s GM that 
they used to contact Client for 
2nd time purchase, however no 
positive feedback. 

Source: InterChina Consulting interviews and analysis.
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We calculated two scenarios of Client investing into a assembly plant in 
China, which resulted both in a negative IRR

39

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Revenue 1,200 2,400 3,600 4,800 5,400
• Sales Units 10 20 30 40 45
• Sales Price 120 120 120 120 120
Cost of Goods Sold 1,020 1,920 2,790 3,520 3,960
Cost per Unit 102 96 93 88 88
Operating Cost 805 830 890 970 1,015
Agent Bonus (5%) 60 120 180 240 270
EBIT -685 -470 -260 70 155
Interests 0 0 0 0 0
Income Tax (25%) 0 0 0 0 0
Net Profit -685 -470 -260 70 155

All values in EUR 1,000

Year 0 (initial 
investment)

Year 1
(2015)

Year 2
(2016)

Year 3
(2017)

Year 4
(2018)

Year 5
(2019)

Net profit -1,190 -685 -470 -260 70 155
Negative IRR: Within first 5 years, Client cannot pay back initial investment. 

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019
Revenue 1,200 1,800 2,400 3,600 4,800
• Sales Units 10 15 20 30 40
• Sales Price 120 120 120 120 120
Cost of Goods Sold 1,020 1,440 1,860 2,640 3,520
Cost per Unit 102 96 93 88 88
Operating Cost 805 825 860 960 990
Agent Bonus (5%) 60 90 120 180 240
EBIT -685 -555 -440 -180 50
Interests 0 0 0 0 0
Income Tax (25%) 0 0 0 0 0
Net Profit -685 -555 -440 -180 50

All values in EUR 1,000

Year 0 (initial 
investment)

Year 1
(2015)

Year 2
(2016)

Year 3
(2017)

Year 4
(2018)

Year 5
(2019)

Net profit -1,190 -685 -555 -440 -180 50
Negative IRR: Within first 5 years, Client cannot pay back initial investment. 

“Conservative scenario”

“Pessimistic scenario”

Client China 
plant P&L
and IRR

• From market size perspective, 
in 2013 totally around 190 units 
sold which Competitor X 
contribute around 120 units. 

• From market growth 
perspective, the growth is 
estimated from a long-term 
perspective at around 15% , but 
not based on 2013/2012 growth. 

• From Client perspective, around 
10% share estimation for Client, 
considering it is not first-mover 
compared with Competitor X, 
and less competitive price level. 

• From market size perspective, 
in 2013 totally around 140 units 
sold which Competitor X 
contribute around 70 units. 

• From market growth 
perspective, the growth  is 
estimated from a long-term 
perspective at around 15% , but 
not based on 2013/2012 growth.

• From Client perspective, around 
30 units estimated, less sales 
than the conservative scenario 
(around 40 units). 

www.InterChinaConsulting.com Public © InterChina

There is no other key reason to establish local assembly operations in 
China, except for reducing assembly costs to reach the target price

40Source: InterChina Consulting interviews and analysis.
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Client’s high prices is the main 
barrier for success in China

Customers’ expectations 
require local functions…

Pre-sales

Price

Payment

Delivery

Service

Many Chinese customers 
prefer to visit supplier’s plant 
and look at the machine. 

Will Chinese (especially T3 and T4) 
customers buy Client’s SL laminator?

Machine Z will be the key 
benchmark for Chinese 
customers.

Billing in RMB is 
increasingly expected and 
necessary, especially for 
smaller customers.

Customers expect order –
delivery within 1 to 3 months.

Fast response is expected.
Local operations help to 
convince customer that 
supplier is able to do so. 

… but do not require a 
local assembly plant

Showroom

No matter the 
production location… it’s 
the price that matters. 

Local Trading Subsidiary 
or Trading Agent 

Depending on shipment 
speed from other 
locations

Local service / engineering 
team, and show room to 
demonstrate capability and 
commitment 

Case study: Qualitative assessment of local customer needs, 
quantitative modeling to decide whether to produce in China

Client:
• European producer of

packaging converting equ.
(laminators, printers).

Problem:
• Very limited sales in China via

own small team and dealer.
• Was about to introduce a global

technological novelty, but was
uncertain of the demand from
Chinese customers.

• Key competitor just set up a
plant in China, putting pressure
on the Client’s China presence.

• Needed to decide how to best
serve the Chinese market – via
imports, or via its own local
assembly operations.

Method & Solution
• InterChina conducted focused

primary research on potential
customers, assessing their
technology needs, competitor
analysis, reverse engineering of
key competitor’s local plant,
cost analysis of Client’s
hypothetical China plant, ROI of
recommended strategies.

• Jointly with the Client’s top
management, the decisions and
actions were signed off.

Should the Client set up a local plant to better serve the Chinese market?

Through a series of personal interviews
with 20 potential local customers across
different segments (size, quality
positioning, etc.) in China, we found
that customers would like to switch
from the traditional technology to the
novel model offered by our Client, but
that price remained to be a barrier.

Our client initially hoped that with locally
assembled machines, customers would be
more prone to place orders (faster delivery,
better service provision, etc. ), but we
found that customers’ priority decision
factor was the unit price, no matter if
locally assembled or imported.

We reverse-
engineered the cost
of a key competitors’
local assembly ops to
estimate what cost
saving potential the
Client could achieve,
and whether a set
target price
(concluded through
competitor research)
could be reached.

Finally we concluded that the Client
could reach his target price in
another plant in LATAM and would
not need to risk the start of local
production in China, as the estimated
cost savings in China were too thin
to justify the investment. We
recommended to invest a certain
percentage of the earmarked
investment into strengthening local
sales & service capabilities instead.
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Competitor X’s Machine Z, assembled in China, is estimated to save 18% cost over assembly in Italy 

37





1,450

Machine Z assembly cost in Europe

17,000

6,000

6,000

Machine Z assembly  
cost in China, exclude VAT

11,000

3,400

3,400

7,000

Guided Roller

Shell

Others (i.e. frame, 

Adhesive mixing machine)

Coating System

Tension Control

Laminating System

Direct Labor

Machine Z assembly  
cost in China, include VAT

13,000

4,000

4,000

Others (ie. metal 
sheet, machining 
parts, e.g. support)

Source: InterChina  interviews and analysis







Labor cost

Key components, by import

Auxiliary Components, sourced from Chinese suppliers

Assembly cost  of one unit of Competitor X Machine Z in Europe and in China （Unit EURO)

86,000

88,000

70,000

Source:

Reverse engineered China assembly cost via excluding ~17% VAT, ~8% tariff and ~1% shipment fee from assembly cost in China

Source:

Cost percentage of imported components from interview with Competitor X service engineer and sales manager

Calculate the labor cost using the salary of workers and  working hours needed  for one unit provided by Competitor X.



Source:

Interview with Competitor X service engineer and sales manager

Source:

Overall percentage of local sourced components from interview with Competitor X.

Shell price is from interview with sales manager of Competitor X supplier XXXX and crosschecked by another peer supplier XXXXXX

Guided roller price is from equipment engineer of  Competitor X customer, XXXX Packaging and crosschecked by interview with XXXX and ZZZZ/





Source:

Get cost difference between locally sourced components and imported ones through interview with XXXXX, XXXX, XXXXX, XXXXX and XXXXXX, then make estimation



Source:

Direct labor data is through benchmarking with Client





-18%



+25%
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A “better cost-performance factor” is the key reason for Chinese customers to purchase Competitor X’s SL laminators

42

		Interviewed customer		SL in use (brand)		Number of SL in total (units)		Date of SL purchase		Key reason for choosing the SL technology		Secondary reason for choosing the SL technology		The other SL brands in bidding and tendering 		Reason for choosing the Competitor X brand
		Reason for not choosing the other SL laminator brand

		Shanghai Hengxin		Competitor X(Machine Z), Sinomech		3		One in 2011, other two in 2012. 		Higher efficiency		Cost reduction		Client, Sinomech		Competitor X is cheaper than Client and has better and stable performance than Sinomech in 2011. 		Client machine is more expensive, and domestic machine is not with stable performance. 
In 2012, Hengxin selected Sinomech on repeat purchase because Competitor X refused to further reduce it price. And Sinomech improved its SL laminator. (it is claimed that in 2011 Hengxin was shown to a customer who use Sinomech’s 1st generation SL at ~70 m/min. )

		Chengdu Yongzhi		Competitor X		2		One in 2009, one in 2013		Cost reduction
(i.e. adhesive consumption: SL, 1.6 g/m2; DL, 2.6 g/m2)		Environment protection (no solvent residue)		Client		Competitor X contacted this customer proactively and one step before Client to agree on the purchasing intention agreement with Competitor X. 
Competitor X has good SL laminator and could pay directly in RMB. 		Purchasing procedure from Client was more complicate. Yongzhi needed to take care the import procedure and pay in Euro. 


		Zijiang Printing		Competitor X		2		One in 2000, one in 2011		No solvent residue		Cost reduction		NA		Competitor X machine has stable quality. 		There was not a lot available solventless laminator suppliers in China in 2000. 

		Dinghong		Competitor X		1		2011		Cost reduction		Cost reduction		NA		Recommended by nearby Competitor X customer. 		Not familiar with other suppliers’ machines. 



Customers who select Competitor X SL laminator  in the first time purchase :

Customers who changed to Competitor X SL laminator  in the second time purchase :

		Interviewed customer		SL first time purchased (brand)		SL second time purchased (brand)		Number of SL in total  (units)
		Date of first time SL purchase		Date of second time SL purchase
		Key reason for choosing SL technology		Secondary reason for choosing SL technology		Reason for transferring to the Competitor X brand
		Reason for not repeat purchasing the former SL laminator brand

		Chengdu XHT		Sinomech		Competitor X		Two from Sinomech, another 3 from Competitor X		~2010 from Sinomech		~2012 from Competitor X		Cost reduction		Environment protection (no solvent residue)		FIE machines have better quality. 
Competitor X was very positive to contact the customer, introducing its solventless laminator. 
Invite XHT’s GM to the plant opening ceremony in Shanghai and arrange him to sit in the first row, making him feel honored.		Very bad experience on Sinomech machines quality and service: Sinomech machines have quality problems and are with unstable performance (especially after changing roller, the tension control will get worse). 
It is claimed by XHT’s GM that they used to contact Client for 2nd time purchase, however no positive feedback. 



Source:	InterChina Consulting interviews and analysis.
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We calculated two scenarios of Client investing into a assembly plant in China, which resulted both in a negative IRR

39

				2015		2016		2017		2018		2019

		Revenue		1,200		2,400		3,600		4,800		5,400

		Sales Units 		10		20		30		40		45

		Sales Price 		120		120		120		120		120

		Cost of Goods Sold		1,020		1,920		2,790		3,520		3,960

		Cost per Unit		102		96		93		88		88

		Operating Cost 		805		830		890		970		1,015

		Agent Bonus (5%)		60		120		180		240		270

		EBIT 		-685		-470		-260		70		155

		Interests 		0		0		0		0		0

		Income Tax (25%)		0		0		0		0		0

		Net Profit		-685		-470		-260		70		155



All values in EUR 1,000

				Year 0 (initial investment)		Year 1
(2015)		Year 2
(2016)		Year 3
(2017)		Year 4
(2018)		Year 5
(2019)

		Net profit 		-1,190		-685		-470		-260		70		155

		Negative IRR: Within first 5 years, Client cannot pay back initial investment. 												



				2015		2016		2017		2018		2019

		Revenue		1,200		1,800		2,400		3,600		4,800

		Sales Units 		10		15		20		30		40

		Sales Price 		120		120		120		120		120

		Cost of Goods Sold		1,020		1,440		1,860		2,640		3,520

		Cost per Unit		102		96		93		88		88

		Operating Cost 		805		825		860		960		990

		Agent Bonus (5%)		60		90		120		180		240

		EBIT 		-685		-555		-440		-180		50

		Interests 		0		0		0		0		0

		Income Tax (25%)		0		0		0		0		0

		Net Profit		-685		-555		-440		-180		50



All values in EUR 1,000

				Year 0 (initial investment)		Year 1
(2015)		Year 2
(2016)		Year 3
(2017)		Year 4
(2018)		Year 5
(2019)

		Net profit 		-1,190		-685		-555		-440		-180		50

		Negative IRR: Within first 5 years, Client cannot pay back initial investment. 												



“Conservative scenario”

“Pessimistic scenario”

Client China plant P&L and IRR

From market size perspective, in 2013 totally around 190 units sold which Competitor X contribute around 120 units. 

From market growth perspective, the growth is estimated from a long-term perspective at around 15% , but not based on 2013/2012 growth. 

From Client perspective, around 10% share estimation for Client, considering it is not first-mover compared with Competitor X, and less competitive price level. 



From market size perspective, in 2013 totally around 140 units sold which Competitor X contribute around 70 units. 

From market growth perspective, the growth  is estimated from a long-term perspective at around 15% , but not based on 2013/2012 growth.

From Client perspective, around 30 units estimated, less sales than the conservative scenario (around 40 units). 
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There is no other key reason to establish local assembly operations in China, except for reducing assembly costs to reach the target price

40

Source:	InterChina Consulting interviews and analysis.



Price (incl. VAT)

Assembly Location

Outside China

Within China 

EUR 230,000

EUR 140,000

√

√

╳

╳

Client’s high prices is the main barrier for success in China

Customers’ expectations require local functions…

Pre-sales

Price

Payment

Delivery

Service

Many Chinese customers prefer to visit supplier’s plant and look at the machine. 

Will Chinese (especially T3 and T4) customers buy Client’s SL laminator?

Machine Z will be the key benchmark for Chinese customers.

Billing in RMB is increasingly expected and necessary, especially for smaller customers.

Customers expect order – delivery within 1 to 3 months.

Fast response is expected.

Local operations help to convince customer that supplier is able to do so. 

… but do not require a local assembly plant

Showroom

No matter the production location… it’s the price that matters. 

Local Trading Subsidiary or Trading Agent 

Depending on shipment speed from other locations

Local service / engineering team, and show room to demonstrate capability and commitment 
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Deep-dive: Value-segment, B-brand

43

• Will the addressable mid-end market provide sufficient unit volumes
to compensate for lower prices and EBIT margins?

• What level of product family cannibalization needs to be expected
with the introduction of a lower-end brand?

• Should a B-brand be defined? Partly “foreign” or fully local?

• Will the sales teams, services need to be differentiated?
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China has come a long way from a centrally planned equipment sector 
to a thriving hotbed of private and innovative entrepreneurs

44

Chinese Gov’t Propaganda Poster, 1956: 
“Machinery producing industry forms the 

heart of heavy industry”

South China Morning Post, March 21, 2017:
Bystronic acquired Shenzhen DNE
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China is a global driver for the mid-end equ. market, and some foreign 
players introduced local (simplified) adaptations of their own brands…

From a pyramid market …

MNCs / SOEs

Leading
Private co’s

Export-driven 
co’s

Smaller 
co’s

The volume market
Chinese territory

Imports

Imports
+
Locally-
assembled 
machinery

… to a diamond market structure

High-end

Mid-
end

Low-end

Simpler, adapted 
solutions for the “good-
enough” market

Locally assembled machinery

Imports

The bottom-end
Chinese territory

2006

2014

2008 /
2013

EMAG

Trumpf

DMG

2014Engel

2000GE
Healthcare

Siemens 
Healthcare

2004

Rockwell 2012

Prominent mid-mkt ex.
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… whereas other foreign players are pursuing a B-brand strategy via    
M&A in China

46
2013200920072005

In
du

st
ria

ls
Ch

em
ica

ls

2003 2011 2015

Machine tools. Okuma
and BJ No. 1 build hybrid
brand. USD 108 mil.

Elevators and escalators.
Kone entered into JV with
Giant to form the
GiantKONE JV.

Machine tools. Bobst
acquired a 65% stake in
the owning company.

Machine tools. Trumpf
acquired a 70% stake in
JFY.

Low-voltage devices.
Legrand acquired 100%
of 2 TCL subsidiaries.

Water quality
instrumentation. Hach
acquired Dingli.

Low volt. Products. 50/50
JV between Schneider
and Delixi.

Construction equip. Volvo
entered into a 70/30 JV
with Shandong Lingong.

Construction equip.
Acquired Siwei through
ERA. USD 886 mil.

Machinery. Joy Global
acquired 100% of Wuxi
Shengda. USD 22 mil.

Water filtration. Abengoa
joined a 25/75 JV with
GreenTech BJ.

Pumps. Grundfos gave
subsidiary DAB a new
brand initiative.

Construction equipment.
MAN and Sinotruk
partnered to create
hybrid brand.

Nutritional supplements.
Dyseema acquired a
majority share of ICD.

Nutritional supplements.
DSM acquired Aland.

Lubricants. Shell acquired
a 75% stake in Beijing
Tongyi Petroleum.

He
al

th
ca

re

Patient monitoring.
Philips acquired all
outstanding shares.

Ultrasound. Philips
acquired Apex Electronics
Technology.

Orthopedics. Medtronic
acquired Kanghui. USD
816 mil.

Orthopedics. Stryker
acquired Trauson. USD
764 mil.

Hospital beds. Getinge
acquired 100% of Acare.

Pharma. Bayer acquired
Topsun. USD 155 mil.

Pharma. Bayer acquired
Dihon. USD 580 mil.

Surgical instruments.
Covidien and Kangdi
entered into a JV.

Elevators. Otis acquired
Express company.

Power equipment.
Cooper entered a JV with
Shanghai Electric Power
Transmission.

Client of InterChina, and / or transaction handled by InterChina

(Not an M&A 
case, but 
started up 
own European 
B-brand in 
China.)

M&A JV Organic
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Common traits (and key success factors) of B-brand strategies 
(accomplished via M&A) in the industrial equ. goods sector in China

47

A high degree of separation

• Brands kept separate:
Protect foreign higher-end
brand equity and prices, via
crystal-clear positioning.
Problems typically arise if the
lines between the brands
blur.

• Sales teams and channels
are kept separate, to avoid
customer confusion, and
because the local B-brand
sales team normally unfit to
(cross-)sell the premium
foreign brand. Service
capacities are normally not
shared and kept separate.
Export channels are typically
not shared.

Light integration only!

• Original team / key
management of acquired
brand are retained.

• Some synergies in the back-
end (production, sourcing,
supply-chain management),
but normally only in a later
stage after the acquisition of
the brand.

• The original cost structure is
maintained (“untouched”),
and production and
processes are left ‘imperfect’
within the national
compliance standards and
global quality standards.

Challenges actively managed

• Relative lack of synergies are
accepted and not overloaded
by a shifting rationale of the
B-brand strategy.

• The success depends on
original owner / GM, rather
than the brand or company
itself – important to integrate
him into top

• Cultural dissonance: Speed of
decision making, HQ vs China
communication.

• Accommodating the China B-
brand: Global vs China
strategy priorities.
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Second-Brand Strategy and M&A: We design the right strategies 
to break into mid-quality segments and implement M&A deals

The problem… The Strategy…

The Acquisition…

… and the Result

High-end market

Mid-end

Low-end

MNCs / SOEs
Export-driven co’s

Private co’s
Many industries

Small co’s

EU
Japanese

Japanese
Korean
Taiwanese

ChineseThe volume market
Chinese territory

Imports

Locally-
assembled 
machinery

… to a mid-end dominant structure

High-end

Mid-end

Low-end

Simpler, adapted 
solutions for the 
“good-enough” 

market

EU

EU
US
Japanese
Korean
Taiwanese
Chinese

Chinese

Imports

Bottom-end
Chinese area

Equipment suppliers

The Chinese market changes its 
shape from the classical pyramid … 

High-end

Low-end

Simpler, adapted 
solutions for the 
“good-enough” 

market

Imports

Bottom-end
Chinese area

• Keep importing high-
end machines

• No localization / 
production in China.

• Acquire local player.
• Clearly distinguish local 

from import brand in 
the market

Mid-
end

• Export acquired 
machines to other 
(lower-end) markets.

1

2

3

Other overseas markets

Acquiring a local brand / player to 
break into mid-end markets

Identification and selection of acquisition targets

Strategic fit Cultural fit Price expectation

Target 1

Target 2

Target 3

Too high

Within range

Low

• Due diligence
• Valuation
• Negotiations
• Deal structuring and closure

60

30

201
0

+100%

200
8

(Sales, EUR m)

Example of packaging machinery 
client acquiring mid-market player

• Successful acquisition of
local player.

• Immediate break into
mid-quality market
segment in China.

• Overall, doubled market
share in China.

• Effective protection in
international markets
against Chinese threat.

• Exports of locally
produced machines to
other markets with
similar quality
requirements.

• Creating synergies where
sensible: Sharing
technologies and after-
sales service network in
China.

• Clear positioning
towards different
customers.

48
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A Western-style packaging plant

Converting

Peripheral 
Equipment

Corrugator
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The better technologies not always win.
Chinese customers use the concepts they want to use

• In bottom printing, very hard to inspect
quality, resulting in higher waste rate.

• Bottom printing perceived more costly:
Expensive components, higher requirement
of operation and maintenance.

• Domestic users are very used to top
printing: “Easy to operate and maintain”.

Top printing is dominating Chinese market

• No ink leakage problem.
• Better printing quality.
• Better cutting quality.
* However, Topack claims that its top

printing technology also gains such
advantages, and so can be sold at
premium price.

However, producers of top printers know 
about the advantages of bottom-print:

Top printing of Dongfang 

Top printing of Topack 

Bottom-print printer / slotters vs top print concept
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We believe that even after an acquisition, a Chinese competitor* 
could still achieve a profit.

Dong Fang
Turnover 173,622 = 100%

25.8%

Current After acquisition

21.8%

Eternal Shanghai Jin Chang
Turnover 183,930 = 100%

12.4%

Current After acquisition

9.5%Net 
Profit Net 

Profit

Turnover 29,578 = 100%
4.3%

Current After acquisition

2.8%Net 
Profit

• Cost scenario analysis, based on financial data of potential target companies, with cost adjustments to
estimate profitability of target companies after M&A. The adjustments based on possible law compliance
(employee social welfare and income tax cost), and further cost because of an acquisition (additional
selling expenses, insurance premium, extra management salaries and IT expenses).

• Those cost scenario analysis is only a kind of rough estimation (based on tax bureau figures and
information collected through the research), and should not be understood as a substitute of a real due
diligence (using “real” book figures).

Preliminary analysis of competitors’ profitability, and possible adjustments due to an 
acquisition by a foreign company (in RMB 1,000)

*InterChina did not approach the companies’ owners or management for 
potential divestiture or cooperation intensions in the course of this project.
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Even after localization of production, most PLs remain too
expensive for the Chinese market

Offline 
Flexo

Flat-bed
die cutter

FFG

PS

FG

Stitcher

Topack

Sunrise

Sunrise

Eternal

Eternal
, 

Paktek

Tan Chen, 
Godswill

16.813.4

1310.4

129.6

4.83.84

32.4

1.51.2

SCA Jian Feng
4 10

Rengo, YFYCheng Loong, IP, SCA

Cheng Loong, IP, SCA

Winco, Rengo, IP, SCA, YFY

Cheng Loong, Fujian, JingfengShanying, SCA, IP

Cheng Loong, Jingfeng
0.8

Shanying, SCA
0.5

2.2210.5

0.2

0.2

321.1

3 7

5 8 10

0

Current Client 
price (import)(In RMB m) Client price minus 20% (assuming this would be the price to 

be achieved through localizing production of the PL) Price Offered By Competitors

Topack: RMB 1 million for one color, 
RMB 5-6 million/set 

Sunrise: RMB 7-8 million
Hubei Jingshan: RMB 3.8 million
Ishikawa: FG300H – RMB 10 million

Eternal: Auto - RMB 1.3-1.8 million
Semi-auto – < RMB 1 million

Asahi: ~RMB 3.5 million

Mostly are RMB 3-4 million
(Medium-to-high end)

Taeyong Eterna: RMB 0.4-0.9 million
Paktek: RMB 0.4-2 million

Tan Chen: RMB 0.4-0.5 million
Godswill: RMB 0.6 million

Max price customers willing to pay 
for a Client or Western machine

Price gap between max spending of 
customers and the possibly 
achieved local price by Client’s PL

The price customers 
willing to pay

Price range offered by 
competitors

Case study: Extensive customer understanding, testing possible 
offering ideas, and concluding on localization strategy 

Client:
• Leading packaging converting 

equipment maker.

Problem:
• After a decade of importing to 

the Chinese market with 
moderate success, the Client was 
considering local production and 
needed to understand if the local 
market would support this. 

• Furthermore, if local production… 
a green-field investment or a 
partnership or M&A?

Method & Solution
• InterChina conducted an 

extensive customer analysis, 
interviewing 62 packaging 
makers (customers across 
different segments), surveying 
100 factories of large packaging 
groups, and 10 competitors.

• InterChina created several 
hypotheses and ideas for selling 
premium solutions to local 
customers that were tested in 
iterative rounds of research. 

• We concluded the project by 
convincing the BoD that it was 
time to buy a local player.

How to sell a premium technology proposition to Chinese customers?

We found that the Client,
after a decade of a wait-
and-see strategy
(opportunistic imports),
had lost the grip over
important accounts to
Taiwanese and Chinese
competitors, which were
significantly cheaper, and
did not understand the
Client’s premium offering.

Chinese accounts did
not support the
proposition of in-line
production (as typical in
the West), but adhered
to an off-line concept to
retain higher flexibility
on fragmented order
volumes with (still)
lower labor cost, and we
could not detect a sea
change within 5 years.

Moreover, we found that the Client was
trying to sell a machine design to the
market that local customers – albeit
various advantages – simply did not
accept. This challenged the Client’s
original technology portfolio significantly.

The only possible way for the
Client to re-establish itself in the
local market was to acquire a
local player with sufficient
revenue and a machinery offering
that the local market demanded.
We calculated the profitability
impact in case of an M&A, and
found the strategy to be feasible,
provided the Client would pursue
a 2-brand strategy and keep
integration efforts at a minimum.
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A Western-style packaging plant
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The better technologies not always win.
Chinese customers use the concepts they want to use

In bottom printing, very hard to inspect quality, resulting in higher waste rate. 

Bottom printing perceived more costly: Expensive components, higher requirement of operation and maintenance. 

Domestic users are very used to top printing: “Easy to operate and maintain”.

Top printing is dominating Chinese market



No ink leakage problem.

Better printing quality.

Better cutting quality.

* However, Topack claims that its top printing technology also gains such advantages, and so can be sold at premium price. 

However, producers of top printers know about the advantages of bottom-print:





Top printing of Dongfang 

Top printing of Topack 







Bottom-print printer / slotters vs top print concept
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We believe that even after an acquisition, a Chinese competitor* could still achieve a profit.

Dong Fang











Turnover 173,622 = 100%

25.8%

Current

After acquisition

21.8%





Eternal

Shanghai Jin Chang











Turnover 183,930 = 100%

12.4%

Current

After acquisition

9.5%







Net Profit



Net Profit











Turnover 29,578 = 100%

4.3%

Current

After acquisition

2.8%







Net Profit

Cost scenario analysis, based on financial data of potential target companies, with cost adjustments to estimate profitability of target companies after M&A. The adjustments based on possible law compliance (employee social welfare and income tax cost), and further cost because of an acquisition (additional selling expenses, insurance premium, extra management salaries and IT expenses).

Those cost scenario analysis is only a kind of rough estimation (based on tax bureau figures and information collected through the research), and should not be understood as a substitute of a real due diligence (using “real” book figures).

Preliminary analysis of competitors’ profitability, and possible adjustments due to an acquisition by a foreign company (in RMB 1,000)



*InterChina did not approach the companies’ owners or management for potential divestiture or cooperation intensions in the course of this project.
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Even after localization of production, most PLs remain too expensive for the Chinese market

Offline Flexo

Flat-bed

die cutter





























































FFG

PS

FG

Stitcher













Topack

Sunrise

Sunrise

Eternal

Eternal, 

Paktek

Tan Chen, Godswill

16.8

13.4

13

10.4

12

9.6

4.8

3.84

3

2.4

1.5

1.2

SCA

Jian Feng

4

10

Rengo, YFY

Cheng Loong, IP, SCA





Cheng Loong, IP, SCA



Winco, Rengo, IP, SCA, YFY



Cheng Loong, Fujian, Jingfeng



Shanying, SCA, IP



Cheng Loong, Jingfeng

0.8

Shanying, SCA

0.5

2.2

2

1

0.5

0.2

0.2

3

2

1.1

3

7

5

8

10









0

Current Client price (import)

(In RMB m)

Client price minus 20% (assuming this would be the price to be achieved through localizing production of the PL)







Price Offered By Competitors

Topack: RMB 1 million for one color, 

             RMB 5-6 million/set 

Sunrise: RMB 7-8 million

Hubei Jingshan: RMB 3.8 million

Ishikawa: FG300H – RMB 10 million

Eternal: Auto - RMB 1.3-1.8 million

            Semi-auto – < RMB 1 million

Asahi: ~RMB 3.5 million

Mostly are RMB 3-4 million

(Medium-to-high end)

Taeyong Eterna: RMB 0.4-0.9 million

Paktek: RMB 0.4-2 million

Tan Chen: RMB 0.4-0.5 million

Godswill: RMB 0.6 million

















Max price customers willing to pay for a Client or Western machine

Price gap between max spending of customers and the possibly achieved local price by Client’s PL



The price customers 

willing to pay



Price range offered by competitors
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2

Companies such as Dong Fang or Eternal provide EUR 10 m domestic turnover opportunities



Significant parts of these companies’ total turnovers are exports. The opportunity for Client here is to “firewall” those exports of a leading Chinese competitors into other markets through an acquisition.



Leading Chinese brands are well-perceived by customers in China (“value for money”). 



Second-label brand strategy: Selling the original machines of the acquired company to the Chinese market without major modification or integration.



Client’s BA CB PLs remain to be imported, but potentially supported through the sales / service capacity of a local player

We recommend to integrate an acquired local player only marginally and to run a 2 brand strategy (1/2)

Revenues of Chinese competitors



Product Lines



Printer-slotter, Peripheral (Stacker)

Flat-bed die cutter, Folder Gluer

Printer-slotter, Flat-bed die cutter

Offline Flexo, Printer/RDC

Printer-slotter, FFG, FG

Printer-slotter, Flat-bed die cutter

Dong Fang

Eternal

Ding Long

Topack

Nantai

















                         





40-50%

184

174

120

25

65





77

Jing Shan

67%

60-70%

~80%

80%

70-75%



Jinchang



60%

Printer-slotter

Domestic sales

30*

Shanghai Jinchang: Revenue stated by tax bureau: RMB 30 million, through personal interview: RMB 70-80 million.

Opportunity for Client



Export sales
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Deep-dive: Charging for services

50

• How to build-up a stand-alone revenue stream with services to
mitigate future new equipment sales curve slumps?

• Can service teams be reduced in size with a higher degree of remote
diagnostics?

• How much are customers willing to pay for IIoT?
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Services (incl. spare parts) account only for 10 - 20% of total China 
sales for most international machinery makers…

51

Company

> USD 100 m

14%

6%

90%

Services2

New
equ.
sales

6%

Company

7%

> USD 50 m

87%

Parts1

Company

> USD 100 m

Company

84%

12%

> USD 300 m

4%

13%

Company
3%4%

80%

> USD 200 m

6% 7%

90%

1) Parts: Incl. spare parts, wear parts, consumables sold (mostly post-warranty)
2) Services: Technical services and interventions (service hours charged to customers)

Total sales in China 2015, breakdown into new machine sales business and service businesses

China
revenue

Avg. services 
sales % total 
China salesTotal service sales: 16%

10%

20%

10%
13%
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“Services” account now for a larger percentage of revenue for Chinese 
automation integrators than 2 years ago

52

73%
60%

40%
27%

20172015

Eng.
services

Hardware
(resale,

turnkey)

Avg. revenue composition of 30 
Chinese automation integrators

• Falling margins on hardware
sales (higher transparency)

• Services have advanced and
are more valuable (design,
testing, training, after-sales,
free remote support)
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Some companies have grown their service business much faster 
than their installed base in the last 3 years

53

11%

36%

-22%

25%

43%

3%

-5%

3%

64%

72%

Installed base, in units
Service sales, in value

Δ in installed base and service sales last 3y Commonalities

• Provide credit to service customers, collect bills afterwards. 

• Committed investments into resources over the last 3 
years (increased team, systems, etc.). 

• Consider service as an independent business, or drive 
transformation towards this goal.

• Services against upfront payment only. Conservative 
treatment of customers and cash flow. 

• Services serves the purpose of customer satisfaction. 

• Dropping new unit sales. 

• Questionable commitment of brand to service machines.  

2015 over 2012
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Key challenges in developing and rendering the service strategy

54

Role distribution
betw. parties

Servicing customers is easiest if sales are
rendered directly. However, for players
where dealers / distributors / agents play
an important role, accessing service
customers becomes complex. The role and
function of 3rd party service companies is
underutilized as such capacities are not
fully trusted and often not qualified
enough. Furthermore, an acquired local
company / brand adds further complexity.

Getting off
the boom wave

Many companies’ service teams were
primarily occupied with new installation
jobs in the last 10 years. Attempting to
make money off services, they face a
crunch in resource allocation and internal
politics (i.e. with the original factory) in
justifying the build up of a sizeable team
whose business was previously considered
a loss-making venture.

Recruiting and
retaining technicians

A key headache for most companies is to
have a sufficient number of well-trained
local technicians ready to engage with
customers. The recruitment of new, young
technicians remains challenging as the pool
is limited. Salary expectations are
increasing – most companies calculate a 6
– 7% salary increase p.a. going forward.

Technician’s attitude

Selling services means to deliver both in
quality as well as excelling in professional
appearance, in engaging and
communicating directly with customers’
decision makers. Many companies
interviewed describe the intrinsic culture of
their teams often as ‘service-unfriendly’,
putting customer relationships (and future
new equipment purchases) at risk.

Convincing
the customers

Customers accept to pay for hardware (i.e.,
captive spare parts), but are known for
devaluing techn. services. Two customer
groups exist in China – those who pay for
techn. services, and those who never did
(and maybe never will). Smaller, private
co’s often avoid paying for “intangible”
services, as local competitors have spoiled
them with free services for lifetime.

A lack of maintenance

Local machine owners and operators often
believe that an expensive, import machine
will run at high performance literally by
itself, and do not maintain the unit.
Customers have not fully arrived at the
concept of ‘taking care’ of their investment
on a continuous basis, the machines break
more easily, and they expect the units to
be fixed free of charge.

Lost customers / units

Only a certain percentage of the total
installed base in China is addressable,
whereas many customers / units are “lost”,
as the engagement with the vendor stops
after the warranty is expired, the customers
believe services to be too expensive, and
the customers make use of cheap 3rd party
service companies. Winning back such
customers is challenging.

A large area to cover

China is a vast continent, with many
industrial hot spots. Customers have great
expectations on vendors’ reaction time. To
cover China, most machinery makers have
decentralized service bases, with regional
teams, but this also painfully stretches
qualified resources that are able to service
a broad array or non-standard models,
risking low productivity .

Caught in an old model

Service has not only to be demanded by
customers, but also be sold by the
machinery maker. Some players are caught
in a reactive attitude, but do not pro-
actively promote the service offering. They
also find it still difficult to educate
customers effectively, to introduce new
service products, and pay pro-active visits
on a regular and efficient basis.

Pooling the hours

Whereas most large players have a L1
instance hotline in place in China, it has
proven to be not easy to direct the
customers to the hotline. They call their
trusted technician’s mobile phone directly,
rendering it hard to explain that the
technician is not allowed to take the call.
This causes an inefficient allocation and
planning of resources and priorities.

Standardization

Some companies suffered an poorly
orchestrated effort of service offerings in
the past (“special exceptions”).
Furthermore, the appearance of a
technician (uniform, tool kit, company van),
becomes increasingly important, but are
not always standardized or on an
professional level, which leads to depreciate
the service value.

Tariff dichotomy

All foreign machinery makers started their
China business with imports, most have
built up local plants, typically selling simpler
/ entry-level machines. Customers compare
the service tariff for local machines with
local competitors. As such, some players
have two tariffs in place (for import, for
local machines), whereas others offer only
one tariff price.
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What do benchmarked companies really do differently in China, 
compared to other markets? 

55

Own car fleet: Most companies’ service technicians
use taxi or own cars to arrive at the customer sites.
One company plans to purchase its own vehicle fleet
for service technicians to make for a more professional
and uniform appearance at customer site. The
company helps the technicians to obtain a driver’s
license, paying for the driving school.

GPS wristwatch: Since early 2015, a company
equipped all field service technicians in China with a
GPS wristwatch which helps to monitor them in the
field in real time. This was done to improve the
technicians’ behavior (meet appointed customer arrival
times, understand the real hours they put into work).
Last year, the company fired 3 technicians because
they did not comply with the GPS monitoring.
Sophisticated central phone system: A company
uses a telephone device that shows from where exactly
in China a call comes in (even from cell phones). The
system recognizes the actual location and forwards it
to the respective service hub. Their system also shows
the priority of each caller (age of machine, global
accounts, etc.) and queues them accordingly.

Adapt pricing: A company manages to raise the
hourly tariff every year by asking its customers to
document whether their own prices of manufactured
parts has increased compared to the previous year. As
most of the customers suffer from increasing cost, too,
they accept a tariff price increase. In exceptions where
customers could not increase output prices, the tariff
remains.

Small consumables packages: A company realized
that it could not pro-actively boost spare part sales, but
only consumables / wear parts. Now, service
technicians carry a simple order form for consumables
with them that customers need on a daily basis. The
package includes a small set of consumables, and can
be easily ordered by the customer once the technician
introduced it “casually” to the customer.
A different tariff for South China: A company
charges hourly tariffs in China, except for South China /
Guangdong which is populated with private businesses
who do not like to pay hourly fees. The company
charges those customer a daily fee (for missions
exceeding 2 hours) or half day fee (if mission is shorter
than 2 hours).

Allowance incentive system: A company wanted to
link the allowance for field service technicians with the
performed mission, and started in 2014 to split the
allowance into hotel + food, and the balance to be
claimed by the technician (if mission is successful). In
populated areas, technicians can do more missions per
day, and in some cases, the allowance bonus makes up
1/3rd of their earnings.
Interventions “free-of-charge”: For customers with
a preventive maintenance contract from a company, all
interventions between inspections (in case of machine
breakdown, etc.) are free of charge. The company
budgets 2 days in addition to the 2 days for inspections
to accommodate this expected cost. Each intervention
will demand parts to be replaced, those are sold extra
(with 10% discount) and increase the parts sales.

http://www.china-wholesale-electronics.com/products_show/en/gps-equipment-portable-gps-tracker-0-tkstar-waterproof-global-locator-real-time-pet-gps-tracker-for-dogs-2997.html
http://www.china-wholesale-electronics.com/products_show/en/gps-equipment-portable-gps-tracker-0-tkstar-waterproof-global-locator-real-time-pet-gps-tracker-for-dogs-2997.html
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Customer machine performance

Short-coming 
(operator 
knowledge)

Performance 
guarantee 

measured by output, 
waste, etc.)

At the same time, new and innovative services concepts are being 
considered
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WeChat order
processing 

(customer sending 
picture of part)

Loyalty program
Value of purchased 
services linked to 

new equ. discounts

Installation

Life-cycle

Separate
service teams for 
different activities 

2nd hand equ.
business (trade-in
old equ., re-sell to 

other cust.)

Rent out operators
to customers, on the

payroll of the
machinery maker

Sector strategy
A different offering 

for each sector

Rent-out equ.,
customer pays 

by-use
GuaranteeNow

“Out there”Already in place for some
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Service Strategy: By identifying the segments with service needs, 
we design a optimized portfolio and investment model 

• To downstream customers: 

• How to enhance the productivity and 
efficiency in our operation? 

• How to reduce and save the TCO(total cost of 
ownership) in the life-cycle? 

• How to improve our ROI and collect back the 
initial investment by energy saving? 

Challenges of downstream customers 
and machinery makers

Outcome: additional growth potential 
and stronger market position

Options: Value-based service portfolio 
selection and implementation 

By clearly defining the entry point along
the timeframe…

Service needs importance
(urgency)

Pa
ym

en
t w

illi
ng

ne
ss

Service needs importance
(urgency)

Pa
ym

en
t w

illi
ng

ne
ss

2014 2018

Product 
Business 

Service 
business

2018

~70%

~30%

2014

~90%

~10%

…to gain growth potential of service in the future

…and make the big decision on the future service…

Service on Management Agenda

• Decision on “go” or “not go” ? 

• Decision on the investment model and new 
service organization structure definition.

• Route-map(target market definition and 
agreement) and timetable of the actions.

• Target: Who will need service? 

• Portfolio: What kind of service the downstream customers 

want? 

• Driver: What is the main reasons they want service? 

• Impact: What effect they expect to improve or benefit from 

the service? 

• Payment: Will they pay for the service?  If not, when they 

will pay? For what kind of service? 

• Potential: How much money the customer will invest on 

service in the next 3-5 years? 

Keep existing 
service policy

Base-line: 
Customer proposition

Expand new 
service business

Investment model
selection

6 basic questions to answer

Top-line:
Service Strategy

Customer needs 
change

Competitor 
strategy and threat

Sustainable growth 
purely on product 
business in the 
future

Size of machinery 
service market and 
potential

Customer segment 
addressability

Service contract 
and pricing scheme 
refining 

Team resource set 
up to gain the 
target customers 

3rd party 
acquisition and 
partnership to 
achieve and retain 
the added value

• To machinery makers: 

• How to continuously increase the sales after 
gradually entering the maturity stage by new 
growth point?  

• How to grasp the customers with payment 
willingness and increase the service price? 

• How to drive a profitable services business?

Magic Cube: which Service Portfolio 
to select?

57
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Post-warranty services start develop (3x more service contracts interv.
than in 2014), yet customers do not call client a lot more (reactive services)

51

Machine sales
support

58%

Upgrade
Service

Installation

42%

Goodwill
Service

Service
Contract

Xxxx

Reactive
Service

Xxx

2015E

37%

63%
Warranty 

service

2014

No. of calls

Source: CLIENT Internal Data
*Note: 2015 data is estimated by the sales volume of Jan – Nov 2015

No. of service interventions

Oct
Nov

Sep

Apr
M

ay

M
ar

Feb
Jan
Dec

Aug

Nov

>2h

Sep
Aug

Jun

Oct

Jul

Jul
Jun

<1h

1-2h

Jun 14 – Jun 15: ∑ Xxxx calls

Avg. calls p. month: Xxx calls

∑

2014 2015

InterChina case study: China service strategy development, voice of 
customer analysis, and alignment for a European machinery maker

Client:
• Leading European packaging 

machinery equipment maker.

Problem:
• Slow-down of new equ. orders
• Service sales curve flat, too
• Did not know what customers 

would be willing to pay for
• In need to discover and define 

the valid service model, 
holistically and specifically, 
including targets for 2020. 

Method & Solution
• We collected and analyzed 

internal data on the Client’s 
service operations, identifying 
improvement areas. 

• We selected 5 local competitors 
as benchmarks, analyzing their 
services offering. 

• We conducted > 30 customer 
interviews to understand their 
services needs. 

• Together with the Client’s local 
management team, the project 
was driven forward by us via 
several workshops, to align local 
management on the strategic 
options and to arrive at an 
unified decision about changes 
and the way forward. 

How can the company engage the best way with services with customers?

Together with the Client’s
services team, we
analyzed the previous
service history, services
sales data, and developed
key weaknesses and
areas with more sales
potential.
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Following a bottom-up calculation for each service product x PL, 
we believe that 10% p.a. growth by 2020 should be attainable

47

Relocation

Trouble shooting

Perf. guarantee

2020

Xxxxxx

3%

4%

1%

0%

2%

1%

3%

1%

H+

Customer Training

Platen Condit.

In-depth Inspect.

Overhaul & maint.

58%

2%

3%

2%

2015

9%

Xxxxxx

16%

2%

0%

7%69%

1%

2%

12%

Transactional SPP

M+

Upgrade service

Upgrade parts

Tooling

Rev. in RMB k Growth

Service rev. by 
Service offering

CAGR

Service rev. by
service product

1.6x 10%

4.6x 36%

2.1x 16%

3.8x 30%
3.1x 26%
187x 28%
5.9x 42%

1.5x 8%

37.4x 106%

5.8x 42%
0.9x -2%

0.8x -5%

2,500x 600%

1.4x 6%

Growth drivers

Transact. SPP grow
at 6% due to 

Tooling grows
at 36% due to

M+ will triple because Platen cond. will grow 6x

Upgrades (hardware, 
services*) doubles due to

In-depth inspections
will grow very rapidly 

Customer  training
will grow 6x

Perf. guarantee will be
sold starting in 2018 

Underperformers

A

A

B C

D E F

G H X

B

C

C

D

X

X

X

X

H

F

G

1,316

2015 2018

1,647

2020

1,804

+7%

7% growth of installed stock
(planned add. unit sales)

10y old5y old1y old

4960
25

57

104

47

88

A larger no. of installed units 
gets older than 5 y now

(No of units)

*Hardware and service sold at one price to the customer

Total

E

• More proactive promotion
• Pending unfulfilled demand
• 30% tariff discount for GP
• Reasonable coverage of

130 machines at RMB
15,000 per M+ contract (=
7% of 2020 installed base).
Benchmark Xxxxx: 800
units with PMC currently
(out of 10,000 units).

• New service product
(introduced in 2014), more
potential

• A larger units of DSF, WFS
gets older than 5 y now

32

5y 10y

18

43
34 293530

17

5043

• Many customers unaware
of this offering from
CLIENT

• More pro-active promotion
will be done,

• Pending demand for more
comprehensive inspections

• Aging machines
• 25 customers p.a. by 2020,

av. RMB X0,000 ticket

• Many customers unaware
of this offering

• More pro-active promotion
will be done,

• Pending demand for both
operator and maintenance
team training

• 100 – 200 customers will
buy once or twice a training
(RMB X,000 ticket) in 2020.

• New product.
• Start of offering in 2018.
• Pending demand for GRV,

WFS (addressable base of
309 units by 2020).

• 50 customers spending
RMB 50,000 each in 2020.

• H+: No significant growth 
(Slow connection, cust. not 
ready to pay annual fee)

• Overhaul & maint.: One 
time maint., for those who 
will not want to afford M+

• Trouble shooting: 
Absorbed by M+, other 
preventive measures

• Relocation: Most units 
relocated by 2020

• Add. Installed base:
Increase of installed XXX-
XX machines (2 toolings per
new machine)

• 15% growth of no. of
installed units by 2018

• Existing base: Increased
effort by RSM to sell tooling
to already installed units

Underlying rationale for the growth of revenues of each service product

© InterChinaConfidential

• Who: Large co’s., all industries. Many have their own parts stock.
• Why: “Insurance” on equ.., high util. rates

Survey interpretation: Especially larger customers value and
demand more techn. services
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machine 

tool trading
Online 
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“What are the most important and most valuable services for you?”

N= 31

Mainten-
ance plus

Value-
added 

services

Compl
aints

Basic 
services

“Basic
Services”

• Who: Large(r) co’s.
• Why: High operator turnover rates.

Want to strengthen own maint. team
to be more independent.

• Who: Large co’s. in developed areas., XXX
• Why: VOC control by gov’t. Co’s need to pay

tax or invest into VOC control facilities

• Who: Mid-sized cust.,
both Xxx and Xxxx

• Why: Need a check on
equ. before production
peak times / seasons.
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The right tariff to convince XYZ customers to buy services
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Xxxx

Co’Co’Co’ Client

41%

Co’

52%

Xxxx

Xxxx

63%

Xxxx 1

Co’

Xxx

Xxx

34%

58%

Xxxx 1

Xxxx

Client, 
adj.

Co

41%

Client

Xxx

-30%

Xxxx 4

+20% 3

Co CoCoCo

Xxxx 1

Xxx  1

Xxxx 1

Current (daily costs for customer) In 2 – 3 years from now the gap will be closing…

1) Assuming inflation of 7% p.a. (10% for XXxxxxx)
2) Planned by Xxxxxx
3) CLIENT brand equity value compared to local players
4) Ideal daily tariff (RMB Xxxx p. hour) for CLIENT

1) Hourly rate of RMB Xxx for local machine

Daily allow.
(charged
to cust.)
Daily tariff

RMB / day

Listening to the voice of customers
was crucial – we sampled roughly
10% of our client’s customers,
asking them what services they
would like to receive, and how
much they would pay for it.

The customers challenged our client’s service tariff, and
we analyzed what premium over local competitor tariff’s
customers would be willing to pay.

Finally, we created
a bottom-up 4
year sales plan for
different service
offerings and
service products.








Post-warranty services start develop (3x more service contracts interv.
than in 2014), yet customers do not call client a lot more (reactive services)
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Following a bottom-up calculation for each service product x PL, we believe that 10% p.a. growth by 2020 should be attainable
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Trouble shooting

Perf. guarantee
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Xxxxxx
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H+

Customer Training
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In-depth Inspect.

Overhaul & maint.
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2%
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9%

Xxxxxx

16%

2%
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12%

Transactional SPP

M+

Upgrade service

Upgrade parts

Tooling

Rev. in RMB k 
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Service rev. by Service offering

CAGR

Service rev. by

service product
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4.6x
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2.1x

16%

3.8x

30%

3.1x

26%
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5.9x

42%
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37.4x
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42%
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2,500x
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1.4x
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Growth drivers

Transact. SPP grow

at 6% due to 

Tooling grows

at 36% due to

M+ will triple because

Platen cond. will grow 6x

Upgrades (hardware, services*) doubles due to

In-depth inspections

will grow very rapidly 



Customer  training

will grow 6x

Perf. guarantee will be

sold starting in 2018 
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1,316

2015

2018

1,647

2020

1,804

+7%

7% growth of installed stock

(planned add. unit sales)





10y old

5y old

1y old

49

60

25

57

104

47

88

A larger no. of installed units gets older than 5 y now

(No of units)



*Hardware and service sold at one price to the customer

Total

E

More proactive promotion

Pending unfulfilled demand

30% tariff discount for GP

Reasonable coverage of 130 machines at RMB 15,000 per M+ contract (= 7% of 2020 installed base). Benchmark Xxxxx: 800 units with PMC currently (out of 10,000 units). 

New service product (introduced in 2014), more potential 

A larger units of DSF, WFS gets older than 5 y now







32

5y

10y

18

43

34

29

35

30

17

50

43





Many customers unaware of this offering from CLIENT

More pro-active promotion will be done,

Pending demand for more comprehensive inspections

Aging machines

25 customers p.a. by 2020, av. RMB X0,000 ticket

Many customers unaware of this offering

More pro-active promotion will be done,

Pending demand for both operator and maintenance team training 

100 – 200 customers will buy once or twice a training (RMB X,000 ticket) in 2020.

New product. 

Start of offering in 2018. 

Pending demand for GRV, WFS (addressable base of 309 units by 2020). 

50 customers spending RMB 50,000 each in 2020. 

H+: No significant growth (Slow connection, cust. not ready to pay annual fee)

Overhaul & maint.: One time maint., for those who will not want to afford M+

Trouble shooting: Absorbed by M+, other preventive measures

Relocation: Most units relocated by 2020

Add. Installed base: Increase of installed XXX-XX machines (2 toolings per new machine)

15% growth of no. of installed units by 2018

Existing base: Increased effort by RSM to sell tooling to already installed units

Underlying rationale for the growth of revenues of each service product
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Who: Large co’s., all industries. Many have their own parts stock. 

Why: “Insurance” on equ.., high util. rates



Survey interpretation: Especially larger customers value and
demand more techn. services

25

Priority for customer

High

Low

Number of times mentioned in 31 interviews

10

15

20

25

30

Retrofit (Boost My CLIENT)

2nd hand machine tool trading

Online spare part shop

Remote diagnostics

Support via phone

Relocation

VOC exhaust control*

In-depth inspection

Post-warranty training

5

Customers value sufficiently to pay for the service

Customers may not want to pay for services but expect them anyway

“What are the most important and most valuable services for you?”

N= 31

Mainten-ance plus

Value-added services

Compl

aints

Basic services

“Basic

Services”

Who: Large(r) co’s. 

Why: High operator turnover rates.

	Want to strengthen own maint. team to be more independent. 

Who: Larger co’s, mostly Xxxxxx. 

Why: At full capacity, but do not want to invest into new equ.. Others bought CLIENT equ. >15 y ago. 



Who: Large co’s. in developed areas., XXX

Why: VOC control by gov’t. Co’s need to pay tax or invest into VOC control facilities

Who: Mid-sized cust., both Xxx and Xxxx

Why: Need a check on equ. before production peak times / seasons. 
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The right tariff to convince XYZ customers to buy services
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Deep-dive: Partnerships – for China, for global

59

• Will a strong local partner be necessary to access previously closed
customer segments (i.e. state-owned accounts)?

• Could a local partner bring value (and especially, money) for a pan-
Asia or global expansion plan?
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China’s top 50 industrial equipment companies 
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No. Company Name Province Major produdcts Sales^
1 China National Machinery Industry Corporation Beijing Machinery manufacturing and R&D, engineering contract 33.86
2 Weichai Holdings Group Co., Ltd. Shandong Engine and accessories 21.13
3 Tianjin Baili Machinery Equipment Group Co., Ltd. Tianjin Hydropress and elevator 18.53
4 Shanghai Electric(Group) Co., Ltd. Shanghai Power station equipment, elevator, machine tool 15.41
5 Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group Inc. Jiangsu Lifting machine and scraper machine 12.15
6 Sany Group Co., Ltd. Hunan Mining machinery 10.05
7 Dunan Holding Group Co., Ltd. Zhejiang Main engine of air conditioning, refrigeration accessories 8.28
8 Zoomlion Heavy Industry Science and Technology Co., Ltd. Hunan Lifting machine and scraper machine 7.92
9 Xinjiang TBEA Group Co. Ltd. Xinjiang Transformer, reactor, switch, wire & cable, electronic aluminum foil, electrode foil 7.72
10 DongFang Electric Corporation Sichuan Power generation equipment 5.90
11 Shandong Shifeng(Group) Co., Ltd. Shandong Three wheels and tractor 5.61
12 Harbin Electric Corporation Heilongjiang Power generation equipment, power station boiler, power station steam turbine 5.28
13 Far East Holding Group Co., ltd. Jiangsu Crosslinking cable, control cable 5.16
14 Baiyun Power Group Co, LTD Guangdong Tempered glass insulator, capacitor bank, mutual inductor, isolating switch, etc. 4.50
15 Guangxi Yuchai Machinery Group Co., Ltd. Guangxi Diesel engine 4.28
16 Guangzhou Guangri Group Co., Ltd. Guangdong Elevator and motor 4.20
17 Xinjiang Goldwind Science and Technology Co., Ltd. Xinjiang Wind turbine 4.16
18 Chint Group Corp. Zhejiang Low voltage electrical appliances, power transmission and distribution, new power plants 4.13
19 Lovol Limited By Share Ltd Shandong Harvesting machinery, tractors, engineering machinery 3.03
20 Sanhua Holding Group Co.,Ltd. Zhejiang Four-way directional valve, electronic expansion valve 3.03
21 Shandong Wuzheng Shandong Agricultural vehicles, cargoes, tractors 3.01
22 Daqo Group Co.,ltd. Jiangsu High and low voltage complete sets of electrical equipment, intelligent components, transformer 2.77
23 Taiyuan Heavy Machinery Group Co.,Ltd. Shanxi Lifting machinery, mining equipment, rolling equipment 2.68
24 Xuji Group Corporation Henan Intelligent transmission and distribution equipment, power electronics products 2.61
25 China XD Group Co., Ltd. Shaanxi Transformer 2.59
26 Shenyang Machine Tool (Group) Co., Ltd. Liaoning Metal cutting machine tool, CNC system 2.44
27 Xiangtan Electric Manufacturing Group Co., Ltd. Hunan Wind turbine 2.43
28 Guangxi Liugong Group Co., Ltd. Guangxi Earth-moving machinery 2.40
29 C&U Group Co., Ltd. Zhejiang Gear 2.30
30 SDLG Shandong Loader, excavator 2.10
31 Beijing Jingcheng Machinery Electric Holding Co., Ltd. Beijing CNC machine tool, gas storage and transportation, environmental protection industry, etc. 1.99
32 Haitian Plastics Machinery Group Co., Ltd. Zhejiang Injection molding machine, CNC machine tool 1.95
33 Jiangsu Shangshang Cable Group Co., Ltd. Jiangsu Wire & cable 1.92
34 shandong huaxing machinery Co., LTD Shandong Stone processing machinery, agricultural machinery 1.77
35 China Delixi Group Co.,Ltd. Zhejiang Low voltage electrical apparatus and instruments 1.76
36 Dalian Bingshan Group Co., Ltd. Liaoning Refrigeration and air conditioning equipment 1.75
37 Luoyang Citic Heavy Industries Co., Ltd. Henan Mine equipment, building materials 1.74
38 Guangzhou Electric Equipment Group Co., Ltd. Guangdong Heavy duty mechanical equ. , energy power, ultra-high voltage power transmission and distribution equ. 1.72
39 Ping Gao Group Co.,Ltd. Henan Enclosed combination appliances, circuit breakers 1.61
40 Northern Heavy Industries Group Co., Ltd. Liaoning Mining machinery, conveying machinery 1.60
41 Lanzhou Lanshi Group Company Limited Gansu Petroleum drilling machinery, oil refining and chemical equipment 1.59
42 Weihua Group Co., Ltd. Henan Cranes, engineering buildings 1.59
43 Chongqing China Silian Instruments and Meters Group Chongqing Industrial automation instrumentation and control systems, electronic devices 1.56
44 Hitachi Construction Machinery (China) Co., Ltd. Anhui Excavator, crane 1.54
45 Hangcha Group Co.,Ltd. Zhejiang Forklift truck 1.27
46 Anhui Tiankang Group Anhui Wire & cable 1.13
47 Shenyang Blower Works Group Corporation Liaoning Fan, pump, reciprocating compressor 1.11
48 Fujian Longking Co., Ltd. Fujian Electric dedusting equipment, high and low voltage equipment 1.06
49 Anhui Land Group Co., Ltd. Anhui Wear & cable, instrument 1.05
50 DHI·DCW Group Co., Ltd. Liaoning Metallurgical machinery, loading and unloading machinery, lifting machinery 1.02

^Sales in USD bn, data for 2015. Source: CMIF
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Top 50 Chinese industrial equ. outbound investors
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NO. Buyer Name Industry Count Tot Value (USD mn) Avg. Size Min. Size Max. Size Avg. Premium

1 COSCO SHIPPING Holdings Co Ltd Transport-Marine 12 47.9945 3.99954 5.19E-07 38
2 Fosun International Ltd Property/Casualty Ins 11 5549.11 792.73 22.8081 2221.03 20.6735
3 China Security & Fire Co Ltd Electronic Compo-Misc 6 461.821 76.9701 31.2604 119.716
4 Shanghai Electric Group Co Ltd Machinery-General Indust 5 819.461 273.154 57.8141 554.44
5 China International Marine Containers Group Co Ltd Miscellaneous Manufactur 5 143.989 47.9962 20.6175 73.7165 42.0811
6 China Communications Construction Co Ltd Building&Construct-Misc 4 1612.76 403.191 68.7577 788.214
7 Aviation Industry Corp of China Aerospace/Defense 4 670 335 70 600
8 Shanghai Feilo Acoustics Co Ltd Bldg Prod-Light Fixtures 4 200.354 66.7847 1.77216 160.37
9 Tencent Holdings Ltd Internet Applic Sftwr 4 203 50.75 28 80
10 COSCO SHIPPING Development Co Ltd Transport-Marine 4 1633.82 816.91 428.903 1204.92
11 Jangho Group Co Ltd Building&Construct-Misc 4 213.53 53.3825 23.2099 120.49 33.7386
12 Anhui Zhongding Sealing Parts Co Ltd Rubber/Plastic Products 4 515.09 128.773 80.848 179.469
13 Shenzhen Fastprint Circuit Tech Co Ltd Circuit Boards 4 45.5389 11.3847 2.93886 23
14 Shanghai Safbon Water Service Co Ltd Water 4 60.0301 15.0075 2.14239 41.681
15 Luxshare Precision Industry Co Ltd Electronic Compo-Misc 4 170.876 56.9586 6.8975 114.848
16 CRRC Corp Ltd Miscellaneous Manufactur 4 455.534 227.767 82.4387 373.095
17 Hon Hai Precision Industry Co Ltd Electronic Compo-Misc 4 641.123 160.281 6.1226 500
18 Huachangda Intelligent Equipment Group Co Ltd Industrial Automat/Robot 3 67.5 33.75 14 53.5
19 Hangzhou Century Co Ltd Electronic Secur Devices 3 16.8494 5.61646 0.770812 14.28
20 AVIC International Holdings Ltd Electronic Compo-Misc 3 82.5879 82.5879 82.5879 82.5879 26.9048
21 Chengdu Techcent Environment Co Ltd Environ Consulting&Eng 3 559.613 279.806 222.78 336.833
22 Enterprise Development Holdings Ltd Wire&Cable Products 3 35.0154 11.6718 5.15563 20.6225
23 Wolong Electric Group Co Ltd Machinery-Electrical 3 427.29 142.43 22.1219 343.376
24 Ninestar Corp Electronic Compo-Misc 3 3509.24 1169.75 1.85 3444.43 23.2736
25 Lenovo Group Ltd Computers 3 66.25 22.0833 8 50
26 GoerTek Inc Electronic Compo-Misc 3 75.6197 25.2066 0.955445 50
27 ZOOMLION CO. LTD. Machinery-Constr&Mining 3 5195.8 2597.9 235.8 4960 82.783
28 Tianjin Municipality Wan Shun Properties Co Ltd Diversified Operations 2 39.9093 19.9546 0.168721 39.7405
29 Doll Capital Management Inc Venture Capital 2 16.25 8.125 8 8.25
30 Shenzhen Yitoa Intelligent Control Co Ltd Instruments-Controls 2 56.0653 28.0326 6.24452 49.8208
31 China National Machinery Industry Corp Machinery-General Indust 2 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9
32 Beijing Linksun Tech Co Industrial Automat/Robot 2 4.12238 2.06119 0.718643 3.40373
33 Da-Jiang Innovations Science & Technology Co Ltd Machinery-Electrical 2 12 12 12 12
34 Yangzijiang Shipbuilding Holdings Ltd Shipbuilding 2 30.3416 15.1708 1.6368 28.7048
35 Recon Wenyuan Cable Co Ltd Wire&Cable Products 2 97.16 48.58 15 82.16
36 CITIC Group Corp Diversified Finan Serv 2 39.9093 19.9546 0.168721 39.7405
37 Netposa Technologies Ltd Electronic Secur Devices 2 12.6491 6.32456 1.64913 11
38 Zhejiang RIFA Holding Group Co Ltd Machinery-General Indust 2 310.824 155.412 49.1819 261.642 26.297
39 Gong He Holdings Ltd Diversified Operations 2 39.9093 19.9546 0.168721 39.7405
40 Luxin Venture Capital Group Co Ltd Venture Capital 2 275 137.5 60 215
41 Nantong Jianghai Capacitor Co Ltd Electronic Compo-Misc 2 18.3825 9.19127 8.9966 9.38594
42 Han's Laser Technology Industry Group Co Ltd Lasers-Syst/Components 2 24.4867 24.4867 24.4867 24.4867
43 CPMC Holdings Ltd Containers-Paper/Plastic 2 29.8412 14.9206 9.656 20.1852
44 Shenzhen Infinova Ltd Electronic Secur Devices 2 102.575 51.2877 15.4067 87.1686
45 O-film Tech Co Ltd Electronic Compo-Misc 2 97.5 48.75 39.5 58
46 Yiwu State-owned Capital Operation Co Ltd Diversified Operations 2 533.687 533.687 533.687 533.687
47 Ningbo Xianfeng New Material Co Ltd Advanced Materials/Prd 2 25.9632 12.9816 3.98721 21.976 20.5767
48 Leoch International Technology Ltd Batteries/Battery Sys 2 17 8.5 6 11
49 Beijing SDL Technology Co Ltd Electronic Measur Instr 2 2.53451 1.26725 0.496958 2.03755
50 Zhongshan Broad Ocean Motor Co Ltd Electric Products-Misc 2 28.3 28.3 28.3 28.3
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Girbau acquired a controlling stake in Shanghai Shen Guang
Sector: Industrial Laundry Equipment Manufacturing 

Advisory included strategic  market study, target 
origination, valuation/deal structure analysis, due 
diligence coordination, negotiation support, and 
transaction, process management

InterChina served as Girbau’s Investment Advisor and 
provided comprehensive transaction advice.

Girbau holds controlling stake in a new Joint Venture that
has acquired the assets and plants of Shen Guang. This
company will integrate Girbau’s new manufacturing
technologies and heavily invest in the R&D needed for
the gradual development of Medium-high quality product
range geared especially to the Chinese market.
The JV targets to reach a market leadership in China
targeting also exports to other Asian emerging economies
with medium quality requirements.

GIRBAU S.A. is one of the leading international groups
manufacturing industrial laundry equipment. It has
four production sites in Europe (France and Spain) and a
number of affiliate companies globally. The company has
specialized proprietary technology for different product
lines covering all processes of industrial laundry.

Founded in 1991, Shanghai Shen Guang Laundry Machinery
Group Co., Ltd. is China’s third industrial laundry player by
market quota. The company manufactures industrial
washing machines, dryers, ironers, folders and other
advanced washing equipment, and provides engineering
plans. Shen Guang has nationwide marketing channels, an
established brand and one of the top local industrial
laundry equipment factories in China.

Acquisition
Undisclosed
May, 2017

Deal:
Value:
Date: 

Deal

InterChina Partners
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Bystronic AG is the worldwide leader of sheet metal 
cutting and bending solutions and is one of the strongest 
players in laser cutting applications. Bystronic is active in 
all economic regions globally and has a total revenue of 
EUR 535 million. Bystronic entered China in 2002, and 
currently focuses on the premium, high-power market 
segment.

Shenzhen DNE Laser Equipment Co., Ltd. is a laser cutting 
machine producer, founded in Shenzhen, China in 2008. 
the company quickly became the market leader in the 
China’s medium-end market segment and has the largest 
annual sales volume amongst its peers. DNE is actively 
moving into the medium-to-high end high-power segment 
and sought cooperation with a leading player.

Bystronic and the shareholders of DNE have agreed on a 
transfer of a majority stake of DNE to Bystronic, with 
options for Bystronic to increase its stake in the future. 
Parties all acknowledge that the deal will create significant 
technical and commercial synergies. The joint venture, 
together with Bystronic’s existing set-up, will likely 
become the market leader in China’s laser cutting field 
and will actively acquire further market share in other 
regions such as South East Asia.

InterChina served as Bystronic’s advisor and provided 
comprehensive deal advice.

Advisory included deal origination, company 
valuation, due diligence coordination, key terms 
and definitive agreements, and deal process 
management.

Bystronic purchased a majority stake in DNE Laser
Sector: Machinery
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Acquisition
RMB 420 million
March, 2016

Deal:
Value:
Date: 

Deal

InterChina Partners
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InterChina served as BOBST’s advisor and provided 
comprehensive deal advice.

Advisory included growth strategy, target search, 
deal structure, government relations, valuation, 
negotiation, and deal closure.

The Bobst and Eterna/Brausse product ranges have a high 
degree of complementary, and the two companies will 
each continue to develop technologically advanced 
products and services that answer the business needs of 
their respective customers. The brand identities, 
management teams, sales and service organizations of 
both companies will remain separate, thus ensuring 
continuity in the relationships between customer, Bobst, 
Eterna and Brausse.

BOBST is the world’s leading supplier of machinery and 
services to packaging manufacturers in the folding carton, 
corrugated board and flexible material industries.
Founded in 1890 by Joseph Bobst in Lausanne, 
Switzerland, BOBST has a presence in more than 50 
countries, runs 11 production facilities in 8 countries and 
employs over 5,000 people around the world. The firm 
recorded a consolidated turnover of CHF 1.27 billion (USD 
~1.4 billion) for 2012.

Shanghai Eterna Machinery Co., Ltd. is a solely foreign-
owned company which is specialized in manufacturing 
automatic/semi-automatic flat bed die-cutting & creasing 
machine, foil stamping machine, folding & gluing machine, 
along with corrugated paper board peripheral equipment 
and stitching machine. Established in Shanghai in 1995, 
Shanghai Eterna Machinery Co., Ltd. is the pioneer in 
manufacturing large format automatic flat bed die-cutting 
& creasing machine for corrugated industry in China.

Bobst acquired a majority stake in Shanghai Eternal Machinery 
Sector: Machinery

66

Acquisition
Undisclosed
October, 2010

Deal:
Value:
Date: 

Deal

InterChina Partners
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Acquisition
USD 22 million
August, 2008

InterChina served as Joy Global’s advisor and provided 
comprehensive deal advice.

Advisory included deal structure, government 
relations, valuation, negotiation, and deal closure.

Joy Global acquired 100% of shares and certain assets of 
Wuxi Shengda. The acquisition would provide Joy Global 
with a foothold in the China market for domestic 
equipment and better serve China’s local and regional 
mining industry.

Joy Global Inc. is a worldwide leader in high-productivity 
mining solutions. Through its market leading surface and 
underground business units, Joy Global manufactures and 
markets original equipment and aftermarket parts and 
services for the mining industries. Joy Global's products 
and related services are used extensively for the mining of 
coal, copper, iron ore, oil sands, gold and other mineral 
resources. 

Wuxi Shengda Machinery Co., Ltd. is a SOE established in 
1957 and privatized in 2000. It primarily serves the 
markets for provincial mining companies and employs 
approximately 450 at its facility in Wuxi, China. Shengda
mainly produces medium duty shearers which are sold to 
medium to small scale coal mines.

Joy Global acquired 100% of shares, some assets of Wuxi Shengda
Sector: Mining

67

Deal:
Value:
Date: 

Deal

InterChina Partners
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